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Abstract 

The E. coli propane-1,2-diol oxidoreductase enzyme, FucO, exhibits stereospecificity in catalysis 
which is a property useful for biocatalysis in organic synthesis. Targeting the design of a 
stereoselective biocatalysis system of sequentially acting enzymes, the present study aimed at 
finding alternative enzymes having FucO-type of activity, though more optimized for the system 
envisioned. Finding alternative enzymes with catalytic optima at a more appropriate pH than the 
reference E.coli FucO protein was the primary optimization goal. Previously uncharacterized 
proteins from Shewanella pealeana, Coprococcus eutactus, Bifidobacterium adolescentis, and 
Pectobacterium wasabiae were identified, based on a set of bioinformatic criteria and were cloned 
by PCR and expressed in an E. coli system, in the presence of either Fe(II), Mn(II), Co(II), or Zn(II) 
ions, to study the metal ion effect on catalytic properties. The FucO candidates were purified by Ni-
IMAC, and were studied in a spectrophotometric activity assay, at varying pH, incorporating 
propanol, propanal, and both the S- and R-stereoisomers of 1,2-propanediol, as model substrates.   
 The results indicated that, while the enzymes had some “FucO”-like characteristics their 
enzymatic activities were all considerably lower than the reference E. coli protein. All enzymes 
exhibited weak activity with the 1,2-propanediol, with at best poor stereoselectivity for either the R- 
or S- isomer. The S. pealeana protein appeared unaffected by the metal ion present, with no clear 
ion preference. The activity data for the B. adolescentis and C. eutactus proteins suggested that the 
metal ion had some effects on both pH dependence and stereoselectivity, with a Zn(II) ion 
preference hinted. 
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I. Background  

I.I. Outlook and potential 

An increasingly important trend in organic synthesis is the use of biocatalysts in synthetic 
pathways. To this date a number of diverse chemical reactions, utilizing this approach, have been 
presented in the literature (Urlacher & Schmid, 2006; Matsumura, et al. 2006; García-Urdiales, et 
al. 2005, etc.). It can be expected that additional enzymes, further expanding the range of 
biocatalysis, will be added in the near future, as relevant knowledge and technology in biochemistry 
and molecular biology is further improved. Tools such as genetic engineering and directed 
evolution will further expand the horizon of tailoring enzymes for the task at hand.  
 In an age of increasing environmental awareness, synthetic chemistry – much like society in 
general – is in need of new approaches to minimize its mark on the environment and generate more 
sustainable practices. From this perspective, the advent of enzyme based biocatalysis represents a 
more “green” alternative to presently used catalysts. Due to the nature of enzymatic biocatalysts, 
often having optimal performance at moderate temperatures in aqueous solvents, synthetic 
production could be rendered considerably less hazardous to both the environment as well as the 
personnel handling the reactions.        
 In the general case, enzyme catalysts inherently display a significant high level of substrate 
specificity. This specificity is often extended to recognition of only one isomer of a chiral molecule, 
to be used as a specific substrate in the interconversion catalyzed by the enzyme. Such 
characteristics could be highly useful in synthetic chemistry involving molecules with chiral 
centers, as traditional routes of organic synthesis can be problematic in this type of situation. By 
using enzymes with stereospecific properties, thus only accepting substrates of a specific 
stereoisomeric form, the need for building blocks of ultra high purity that would likely otherwise be 
a prerequisite, could be relaxed. As a consequence of this it could be possible to generate optically 
pure products from racemic reactant mixtures.  
 Areas of application were the use of enzymatic biocatalysts would be highly beneficial 
could for example be in the pharmaceutical industry and in the production of fine chemicals, both 
of which typically will require high purity of reactants and products, as well as often involving 
cumbersome or difficult organic synthesis. 

I.II. Context 

The present study targets the topic of design of modular enzymatic sequential biocatalysis systems, 
for the purpose of chemical synthesis of molecules incorporating functional groups amendable to 
additional derivatizations. Examples of such functional groups include, for example, alcohols, 
aldehydes and ketones. Further functionalizations of such groups could either be accomplished via 
traditional organic synthesis routes or via additional reactions catalyzed enzymatically.  

From a wider perspective the overall design strategy – of which the current project 
represents one part – is aiming at combining enzymatically catalyzed reactions covering a 
sufficiently wide type of chemistry to enable production of molecules of controlled diversity in a 
modular fashion. This goal would be accomplished via the use of enzymes, either native or 
structurally engineered, set up to act in sequence on the substrate molecules. By this approach 
production of regio- and stereospecific compounds could be accomplished, such as is exemplified 
in figure 1, where a synthesis of chiral hydroxycarbonyl compounds from chiral epoxides is given.   
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration exemplifying enzymatically catalyzed stepwise organic synthesis. Initially, an epoxide 
hydrolase enzyme generates vicinal diols by stereospecifically catalyzing the hydrolytic ring opening of substrates in 
the form of substituted epoxides. The diols generated can in turn be used as substrates for a diol dehydrogenase, capable 
of oxidizing the diols into products upon which additional derivatizations can be afforded to further extend the product 
range of possible hydroxycarbonyl compounds. These subsequent reactions could be accomplished either via further 
enzymatically based catalysis, or through more traditional organic synthesis. The topic of the present study is the 
investigation of enzymes of the aforementioned diol dehydrogenase type, more specifically propane-1,2-diol 
dehydrogenase, FucO, from a number of bacterial sources. (Image courtesy of Mikael Widersten, Research program).  

 
 
The synthesis described in figure 1 is the conceptual primary type of modular target biocatalysis 
system that the present project is aiming for in the wider perspective. More specifically the present 
project targets the second part of the sequentially acting enzymes illustrated. In this example, chiral 
epoxides is converted into vicinal diols in a reaction enzymatically catalyzed by epoxide hydrolase. 
The diols generated can in turn be enzymatically oxidized by diol dehydrogenases, thus leading to 
products which in turn can also include prochiral centers. Prochiral molecules refer to molecules 
capable of, in a single step, being converted from achiral to chiral. These products could potentially 
provide the basis for further arrays of chiral products, after additional functionalizations, enzymatic 
or otherwise (M. Widersten, dept. of biochemistry and organic chemistry, Uppsala University, 
research program).    
 The enzyme of interest in this study is the propane-1,2-diol oxidoreductase, also known as 
L-lactaldehyde reductase, and commonly abbreviated FucO. The most well studied version of this 
protein originates from Escherichia coli, and is thus also the chosen frame of reference for the 
similar proteins included in the present study. Propanediol oxidoreductase (FucO) enzymes are 
primarily involved in the interconversion of (2S)-1,2-propanediol and the corresponding aldehyde 
form, (S)-lactaldehyde. This interconversion is enzymatically catalyzed by FucO in both reaction 
directions, though the preferred direction of FucO catalysis is the reduction reaction. For the 
purpose of the present study, the direction of oxidation is however the reaction of primary interest. 
Finding a FucO variant preferring this direction is accordingly also one of the indirect goals of the 
study at hand. 
 The E. coli FucO pH optimum of the (S)-lactaldehyde reduction is at approximately pH 6.5, 
whereas the (2S)-1,2-propane diol dehydrogenation optimally occurs at pH 9.5 (Boronat, et al. 
1979). FucO exhibits stereospecific preference for the (S)-isomers of the substrates, and is therefore 
an interesting candidate to include in stereospecific biocatalysis systems.  
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I.III. Propane-1,2-diol oxidoreductase, FucO, introduction and origin  

I.III.I. Enzyme classification 

From a chemical point of view, oxidoreductases catalyze the interconversion of alcohols, aldehydes 
and ketones. From the perspective of enzyme classification, oxidoreductases constitute three major 
categories (Reid and Fewson, 1994). Category one is the NAD(P)-dependent alcohol 
dehydrogenases (ADHs), category two is the NAD(P)-independent ADHs, and the third category 
consists of the FAD-dependent alcohol oxidases. The first category - the NAD(P)-dependent ADHs 
– can additionally be subdivided into three sub-groups, of which group I is the medium chain Zn-
dependent-, group II is short chain Zn-independent-, and group III consists of the Fe-dependent 
dehydrogenases (Obradors, et al. 1998).  
 In the present study the oxidoreductase of primary interest is the propane-1,2-diol 
oxidoreductase, alternatively known as L-lactaldehyde reductase or FucO. For convenience, all the 
proteins chosen for inclusion in the present study will henceforth be referred to as “FucO” enzymes, 
regardless of its bacterial origin – with the caveat that the proteins chosen from other bacterial 
sources have not actually been verified as true “FucO” enzymes and may in fact more accurately 
belong elsewhere in the scheme of enzyme classification.  
 In the scheme of categorization outlined above, the FucO protein is a member of the group 
III Fe-dependent alcohol dehydrogenases, which in turn is a subdivision of category one of the 
ADHs; the NAD(P)-dependent ADHs. More specifically, FucO requires NAD+ or NADH as 
cofactor, depending on the whether the enzyme is catalytically involved in an oxidation or reduction 
reaction.  
 Out of the available FucO isoenzymes, the E. coli FucO protein is the most extensively 
studied variant, particularly with regards to its metabolic role (Baldomá & Aguilar, 1988). The 
literature has so far described a number of homologous Fe-activated dehydrogenase enzymes of 
microbial origin, by identification based on structural homology with the E. coli variant. Examples 
of such homologues includes – among others - ADH II of Zymomonas mobilis, ADH IV from 
Saccharomyces cerevisae, as well as two butanol dehydrogenases – BDH A and BDH B – of 
Clostridium acetobutilicum origin, and methanol dehydrogenase (MDH) originating from Bacillus 
methanolicus (Obradors, et al. 1998). None of these examples were, however, included in the 
present study since they – like many others - did not fulfill the additional criteria set for the 
selection of FucO variants to study in the present context, among those previously reported. Instead, 
based on criteria discussed below, FucO variants from the following bacterial sources were selected 
to be studied: Shewanella pealeana, Coprococcus eutactus, Bifidobacterium adolescentis, and 
Pectobacterium wasabiae.  

I.III.II. Biological role of FucO  

Biologically, the E. coli FucO – which as mentioned is the frame of reference in the present study - 
is a homodimeric protein consisting of monomers of 383 amino acids and a molecular mass of 
40644 Da, per monomer unit (Montella, et al. 2005). From the perspective of genetics, the fucO 
gene, of the fucose regulon, has been reported to encode the FucO protein (Boronat, et al. 1979). In 
terms of biological activity, FucO is involved in the bacterial catabolism of L-fucose and L-
rhamnose (Ros & Aguilar, 1985; Badia, et al. 1985; Baldoma & Aguilar, 1988; Patel, et al. 2008), 
which is also the basis of the FucO abbreviation. FucO serves a role in the pathways of glyoxylate 
and dicarboxylate metabolism as well as the bacterial metabolism of pyruvate, where the 
physiological purpose of FucO is to catalyze the NADH cofactor-requiring reduction of L-
lactaldehyde (S-lactaldehyde by alternative nomenclature) to L-1,2-propanediol (a.k.a (2S)-1,2-
propanediol). As have been reported by Cocks, et al. (1979), the generated (2S)-1,2-propanediol can 
subsequently proceed to be excreted as a fermentation product. 
 The aforementioned reversible interconversion of (S)-lactaldehyde and (2S)-1,2-propanediol 
is  catalyzed by the FucO enzyme in both reaction directions, as depicted in figure 2, though studies 
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have revealed the NADH-mediated reduction of (S)-lactaldehyde to (2S)-1,2-propanediol to be the 
reaction direction preferred by FucO. This preference has been deduced based on specific activity 
measurements (Boronat & Aguilar, 1979), and it has consequently been suggested that this reaction 
direction represents the native physiological role of FucO.   
 Alternative substrates, including propanol, ethylene glycol, ethanol, and glycerol have also 
been shown to, to varying degrees, be viable options for the E. coli FucO enzyme to act upon 
(Boronat & Aguilar, 1979).    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. The NAD(H)-cofactor dependent interconversion between 1,2-propanediol (left) and lactaldehyde (right), 
catalyzed by the FucO enzyme. Illustration of the biological reaction catalyzed by FucO, of primary interest in the 
present context. This figure was retrieved from the comprehensive enzyme system database BRENDA (http://brenda-
enzymes.info/) fom the E.C nr, 1.1.1.77 database entry.  

 
In the case of the 1,2-propanediol substrate the E. coli FucO enzyme exhibit a strong preference for 
the S-isomer over the R-isomer, as already noted. This stereospecificity is also one of the key 
reasons why the enzyme is interesting for the purposes intended with the present study.   
 The pH profile of E. coli FucO catalysis has been studied and shown to exhibit an optimum 
at pH 6.5 for the reduction of the main substrate (S)-lactaldehyde. For the reverse direction – the 
(2S)-1,2-propanediol dehydrogenation – the optimum activity occurs at pH 9.5 (Boronat & Aguilar, 
1979).  

I.III.III. Present state of knowledge; catalytic mechanism and structural considerations 

At present, the details of the E. coli FucO enzyme catalytic mechanism are incomplete. Considering 
that the E. coli variant nevertheless is the most well studied variant of this enzyme, it is clear that 
even less is known about the catalytic details of potential FucO variants from alternative bacterial 
sources, such as the ones studied here.  
 Structural data regarding the E. coli FucO has been reported, including a crystallographic 
model of the protein in complex with the NAD+ cofactor together with a (2S)-1,2-propanediol 
substrate molecule modeled into the active site (Montella, et al. 2005; deposited at the PDB with 
the id. 2bl4). In addition, a second crystal structure is available (though has yet to be published) at 
the protein data bank (PDB) by the identification 1rrm, deposited by Kumaran, D. and 
Swaminathan, S. The coordinates from this entry has been used in figure 3 to visualize the active 
site of the E. coli FucO enzyme, together with the nucleotide cofactor as well as the tightly 
coordinated Fe(II) ion – both of which are necessary for catalytic activity. Figure 3 additionally 
indicates the channel through the active site, at the starting point of which the local amino acids 
provides a narrow “waist” that sets the limit for the size of the substrates allowed, by preventing the 
entrance of larger substrates. For the wider perspective of designing more general and versatile 
enzyme-based biocatalysis systems, it would be interesting to investigate the possibility of making 
the active site “waist” wider to allow entry of selected larger substrates into the enzyme. One 
conceivable approach to achieve such a goal could be to conduct mutagenesis experiments on 
amino acid residues at the site of the “waist” entrance. It is, however, beyond the primary scope of 
the present study to explore this channel-widening parameter, though it remains an interesting topic 
for possible future follow-up studies in the field.  
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Figure 3. Illustration of the E. coli FucO enzyme active site, including the cofactor (yellow) and the tightly coordinated 
Fe(II) ion (orange), both of which are necessary for catalysis. Additionally, the illustration suggests the channel through 
the active site with the NAD+ cofactor having entered from the left and diol substrate (blue) having entered via the 
narrow “waist” indicated by the residues colored red, to the right, at the active site channel entrance. This narrow waist 
structural feature prevents entry of larger substrates into the native enzyme. (Image courtesy of Cecilia Blikstad, based 
on coordinate data retrieved from pdb id:1rrm).  

I.IV. Bacterial sources of FucO, included in the study 

I.IV.I. Shewanella pealeana 

The microorganisms of the genus Shewanella are facultative anaerobic Gram-negative species with 
habitats in aquatic environments – including marine as well as freshwater environments - in a 
world-wide distribution. Defining characteristics of the genus includes a considerable respiratory 
and physiological diversity, as well as a capacity to thrive in relatively harsh and extreme 
conditions, such as low temperatures. The respiratory diversity stems from the ability of this genus 
to utilize a diverse array of electron acceptors for their respiration, as well as the ability to do so in 
the absence of oxygen.  
 Shewanella have been isolated from a wide range of conditions, covering a range of 
temperatures, concentrations of salt and also barometric pressures. This diversity is also reflected in 
the biological roles played by the Shewanella, including acting as symbionts with other aquatic 
organisms, epibionts, and also belonging to the group of microorganisms causing spoilage of food, 
and acting as opportunistic pathogens. An epibiont is defined as an organism living, usually 
harmlessly, on the surface of another living organism serving as host. 
 From the perspective of microbial lineage, the Shewanella belong to the gamma-
proteobacteria and are generally Gram-negative rods with a length of 2-3 µm and a diameter of 0.4-
0.7 µm. Motility is provided via a single polar flagellum.  
 The psychrotolerant ability of most strains of Shewanella is something of a hallmark, and 
enables growth at temperatures below 5 °C; though depending on strain the temperature optimum is 
often above 16 °C. Some strains do, however, act as true psychrophiles, having a temperature 
optima below 16 °C (Hau & Gralnick, 2007).  
 Shewanella pealeana is a typical type strain of the Shewanella genus. It has an optimal 
growth in the range of temperatures between 25 and 30 °C, with a preferred pH range of 6.5-7.5. 
Under aerobic conditions S. pealeana can grow using a sole energy source of either glucose, lactate, 
acetate, pyruvate, glutamate, citrate, succinate, casamino acids, extract from yeast, or peptone.   
 Anaerobically, S. pealena can grow by reducing Fe, Mn, nitrate, fumarate, trimethylamine-
N-oxide, thiosulfate, or as a terminal electron acceptor alternatively make use of elemental sulfur, 
with electrons donated from lactate (Leonardo, et al. 1999).  
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 Due to their somewhat unparalleled characteristics, microorganisms of the Shewanella genus 
have found biotechnological applicability in areas including biocatalysis for energy generation, as 
well as for bioremediation of environmental pollutants, radionucleotides, and chlorinated 
compounds. Any process incorporating enzymes or microorganisms in order to return contaminated 
environments to their original uncontaminated conditions could be defined as a form of 
bioremediation.   
 The S. pealeana strain used in the present study originated from the strain deposited at the 
American Type Culture Collection as ATCC nr. 700345.  

I.IV.II. Coprococcus eutactus 

The microbial genus Coprococcus, belonging to the family Peptococcaceae, is a type of non 
sporulating Gram-positive anaerobic cocci (GPAC). Like a wide variety of other GPAC such as 
various species of Peptostreptococcus and Ruminococcus, the human gastrointestinal tract also 
hosts the more poorly studied Coprococci genus of which Coprococcus eutactus is the type strain – 
isolated from human feces and deposited at the ATCC as nr. 27759 (Murdoch, 1998). 
 The cells of C. eutactus often occur in pairs, and are usually round with a diameter of 0.7-
1.3 µm. With regards to preferences in conditions, C. eutactus has been found to grow equally well 
at 37 °C up to 45 °C and with a pH of 4.7-5.0  (Holdeman & Moore, 1974). 
 GPAC represent a considerable proportion of the normal human flora of mucocutaneous 
surfaces, such as the mouth, the gastrointestinal and upper respiratory tracts, as well as the skin and 
the genitourinary system of females. Despite their prevalence, the GPAC are relatively poorly 
studied. This is, in part, due to inadequacies in laboratory identification and classification, and due 
to that the infections these strains are isolated from often are of a rather mixed nature. Tests for 
identification of the different species have, in part, been based on carbohydrate fermentation, 
though many GPAC instead have a metabolism making use of products from degradation of 
proteins, and are thus asaccharolytic in nature.  
 Coprococcus eutactus has been defined in part due to that it requires, or is highly stimulated 
by, fermentable carbohydrates, and is capable of using glucose to form formic and lactic acid, and 
butyric acid as the terminal volatile fatty acid (VFA). This property, for example, separates C. 
eutactus from the Ruminococci.  
 From the perspective of taxonomy, as described by the NCBI taxonomy browser 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/Browser/wwwtax.cgi?id=411474) the full lineage of 
Coprococcus eutactus is: cellular organisms; Bacteria; Firmicutes; Clostridia; Clostridiales; 
Lachnospiracaeae; Coprococcus; Coprococcus eutactus.  

I.IV.III. Bifidobacterium adolescentis 

The types of microorganisms classified as Bifidobacteria are anaerobic, Gram-positive, non-
pathogenic, non-mobile, and nonspore-forming saccharolytic bacteria (Arunachalam. 1999; Novik, 
et al. 2002). They can be found in the gastrointestinal tract of animals and humans as a normal 
inhabitant of a healthy gut. Bifidobacterium adolescentis has been found to be part of one of the 
major large intestine-inhabiting microbial groups of human adults (Matsuki, et al. 1999). The often 
Y-shaped, or bifid, form in which these bacteria typically exist, is the basis for the Bifidobacterium 
name (Genome Project: Bifidobacterium adolescentis ATCC 15703 project at Gifu University, Life 
Science Research Center, Japan/NCBI, Bethesda, USA ).  

Bifidobacteria are capable of producing substances with biological activity, including 
substances with radioprotective, anticarcinogenic, and immunomodulatory properties. Due to the 
many beneficial health effects associated with Bifidobacteria they are often considered probiotic, 
and are thus finding increasing use in pharmaceutical products as well as in so-called functional 
foods (Salminen, et al. 1998; Tannock, 2002; Sprogoe, et al. 2004). 
 The commensal microflora, of which Bifidobacteria is a part, is adapted to the conditions 
resulting from digestion and absorption in the upper gastrointestinal tract causing the environment 
of the colon to be poor in mono- and disaccharides. Consequently, the microflora instead 
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metabolizes complex carbohydrates which cannot be hydrolyzed by the enzymes of the human host 
digestive system. An important part of breaking down and fermenting these carbohydrates is played 
by Bifidobacteria, thus producing mostly lactic and acetic acid (Amaretti, et al. 2006).   
 The full taxonomy of Bifidobacterium adolescentis is as follows: cellular organisms, 
Bacteria, Actinobacteria, Actinobacteria (class), Actinobacteridae, Bifidobacteriales, 
Bifidibacteriaceae, Bifidobacterium, Bifidobacterium adolescentis. The Bifidobacterium 
adolescentis strain used in the present study originated from strain ATCC 15703. 

I.IV.IV. Pectobacterium wasabiae 

Pectobacterium wasabiae, alternatively known as Erwinia carotovora subsp. wasabiae, is one of a 
handful of described Pectobacterium species so far. The other species are: Pectobacterium 
atrosepticum, Pectobacterium betavasculorum, Pectobacterium carotovorum, and the more recently 
described variant Pectobacterium carotovorum subsp. brasiliensis. In terms of distribution only P. 
carovotorum is found worldwide whereas P. atrosepticum is limited to cooler climates and subsp. 
brasiliensis has so far been identified in Brazil – as the name suggests – but also in Israel and the 
United States – though it likely has a more wide spread distribution. From the perspective of 
genetics and ecology, P. carovatorum and P. atrosepticum are the most well studied, whereas 
comparably little is known about P. wasabiae, P. betavasculorum, and P. carovatorum subsp. 
brasiliensis.  
 As a species the Pectobacteria are enterobacterial bacteria that are pathogenic to plants, 
causing disease known as soft rot in a number of diverse types of plants (Kim, et al. 2009). The 
name of P. wasabiea is derived from the internally discolored – by bacterially induced soft-rot- 
rhizosomes of Japanese horseradish, also known as Eutrema wasabi Maxim. Soft rot can, however, 
also be induced by the wasabi bacterium on other vegetables such as potato, carrot and radish roots, 
as well as tomato and tobacco plants, etc. (Goto & Matsumoto, 1987).  
 Pectobacterium wasabiae is a Gram-negative, nonencapsulated, and nonsporeforming 
bacteria shaped like a rod with the average dimensions of 1.8 by 0.5 µm. Motility of these bacteria 
is provided by numerous (2 to 15) peritrichious flagella (Goto & Matsumoto, 1987).   
 Taxonomically, the full lineage of the bacteria is: cellular organisms; Proteobacteria; 
Gammaproteobacteria, Enterobacteriales; Enterobacteriaceae; Pectobacterium; Pectobacterium 
wasabiae. Strain SR91 (deposited as ATCC 43316, and PDDCC 9121) is the designated type strain, 
and also the strain used in the present study.  

I.V. Aim 

The current project aimed at studying FucO isoenzymes from various bacterial sources – beyond 
the FucO variant from E. coli chosen as the frame of reference - to find variants with appropriate 
characteristics for use in the biocatalysis system envisioned (fig. 1).  

Primarily, the aim was to find FucO isoenzymes that, stereospecifically, catalyze the 
dehydrogenation of S-1,2-propanediol at a pH optimum lower than the previously studied FucO 
from E. coli. Oxidation of S-1,2-propanediol is optimally catalyzed by the E. coli FucO at pH 9.5, 
which is less than ideal in the present context. As previously noted the FucO enzyme sought is to be 
coupled with potato epoxide hydrolase (StEH), which is an enzyme with peak activity at 
approximately pH 7 for the relevant reactions. Consequently, a more epoxide hydrolase 
“compatible” FucO isoenzyme catalyzing the relevant substrate oxidations with a peak activity at a 
lower pH – preferably at pH 7 – was wanted.    

The reference FucO protein from E. coli has a clear preference for the S-isomer of the 1,2-
propanediol substrate and the alternative FucO variants sought should ideally retain this 
stereospecificity. Alternatively, for a more complete biocatalysis system, allowing wider 
applicability, finding FucO variants (or equivalent enzymes) with a preference for the R-isomer of 
the 1,2-propanediol substrate, was a desirable secondary aim of the study.    

As already noted, the preferred direction of E. coli FucO catalysis of the reactions of interest 
is in the direction of aldehyde reduction, though the direction of alcohol oxidation is the primary 
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interest in the present study. Consequently, finding a FucO variant preferring this direction was also 
one of the wider goals of the study at hand. 

The aim of the study additionally included the investigation of the selected FucO 
isoenzymes from the perspective of metal ion dependence, and the effect on enzyme activity, 
substrate specificity, and pH dependence that may result via this parameter. E. coli FucO is Fe-
dependent but the present study aimed at including metal ions such as Mn(II), Zn(II), and Co(II), as 
an alternative to coordination of the enzyme by Fe(II), as suggested by prior work (Sridhara, et al. 
1969).   

The present study represents an extension of previous efforts (Lundin, 2009) to alter the pH 
optimum of the E. coli FucO catalyzed oxidation reactions of alcohols and diols. Previous attempts 
aimed at achieving this goal via genetic engineering of the wt E. coli FucO protein, by mutational 
PCR. As an alternative approach, the present study employed a wider perspective beyond the 
previously studied E. coli FucO enzyme. Based on a set of predetermined criteria, the present study 
aimed at utilizing a bioinformatic approach in search of proteins, from other bacterial sources, 
catalyzing the reactions of interest, while at the same time doing so natively at a pH closer to the 
desired pH optimum for the biocatalysis system envisioned.  

II. Materials and methods 

II.I. Selection of FucO enzyme variants  

With the purpose of finding FucO variants, having the characteristics already enumerated, the initial 
part of the study constituted a bioinformatic protein BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) 
search among sequence data deposited at the National Institute of Biotechnology Information, 
NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The amino acid sequence (see appendix A) of the currently 
most well known FucO variant, from Escherichia coli, was used as the frame of reference in finding 
similar proteins among the sequences deposited. Overall, a “semi-rational” approach was employed, 
where the criteria used for finding appropriate candidates to study was based on areas of the 
reference aa sequence, considered by the author to be possible key “hotspots” for the enzymatic 
activity.  

II.II. Selection criteria and rationale for FucO variants chosen 

The decision of what areas to define as “hotspots” was somewhat arbitrary, though based on 
inspection of the two available crystallographic structures of the reference E. coli FucO protein 
(pdb id 1rrm and 2bl4). From these structures a number of amino acid residues in the areas of 
substrate binding, cofactor binding, and at the entrance of the active site cleft, were considered of 
primary interest (table 1). These sub-sequences were also found to be mostly conserved among this 
kind of protein, but some degree of variation at these sites on the level of single aa could be found, 
as was deduced via alignments of the candidate sequences using resources such as ClustalW 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/clustalw2/index.html), having the E. coli FucO as comparison. From 
these alignments – together with hypothetical 3D structures constructed - it was deduced what aa in 
the candidate sequences were the likely structural equivalents to the hotspots in the E. coli reference 
protein.   
 One of the secondary goals of the present study was to find FucO variants with wider 
substrate specificity. Based on knowledge from the substrate tunnel in the E. coli FucO, it could be 
expected that certain aa interchanges in the vicinity of the tunnel entrance would enable larger 
substrates from entering. Thus, this parameter was also considered in the selection process of 
interesting FucO variants.   
 Apart from the aforementioned “hotspot” criteria additional aspects were also considered, 
including general information on the bacteria from which the FucO candidates originated. This 
included living conditions of the bacteria, as well as the lineage of the organism. These general 
parameters were applied to the search process to make sure that the candidates chosen originated 
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from a range of bacteria of somewhat distant relationship as well as living conditions.   
 To limit the decision further, for safety reasons, and because certain bacteria required 
specific handling and laboratory conditions that were not available, only FucO candidates from 
bacterial sources with a low safety level were selected. Consequently, some candidates otherwise of 
potential interest, were excluded. Overall the different criteria discussed were applied to the BLAST 
search hits, and used to select sequences fulfilling the somewhat arbitrary combination of 
containing a degree of variation at the perceived hotspots, while originating from a bacteria 
sufficiently different from E. coli to suggest the possibility that the candidate FucO might exhibit 
slight differences in enzymatic characteristics, while still having an aa sequence of “sufficiently” 
high similarity to warrant the assumption that the sequence of interest correspond to an actual 
enzyme with activity of the same type as the E. coli equivalent. It should be kept in mind that the 
FucO candidates chosen have not been previously characterized and, in most cases, have been 
deposited in the relevant databases as “hypothetical” proteins, without having had their potential 
enzymatic functionality verified. Therefore a certain element of “trial-and-error” was a part of the 
elimination process.      
 
Table 1. Amino acids of E. coli FucO thought to be involved in key enzyme “hotspots”. Extracted from visual 
inspection of the crystallographic structures 1rrm and 2bl4 (PDB). Some aa might be involved, directly or indirectly, in 
more than one function.  

 
*Note that aa involved in substrate binding is based on substrates modeled into the crystal structures. None of the 
available structures contained substrates “natively”.  

 
Additionally, the sequences of interest were used to construct homology models of their respective 
hypothetical 3D-structure. These hypothetical models were generated with the use of the modeling 
software Modeller (http://salilab.org/modeller/), using the two available E. coli FucO 
crystallographic structures (pdb 1rrm and 2bl4) as templates. Supplementary hypothetical models 
were also constructed using alternative modeling resources, including swissModel at the Swiss 
Institute of Bioinformatics (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/) and iTasser – a server for protein 
structure prediction (http://zhang.bioinformatics.ku.edu/I-TASSER/). Together, the collection of 
models served to illustrate the possible folding of the selected candidates to study, in lieu of actual 
crystallographic structural data.  
 Four candidate FucO sequences were selected, from four bacterial strains of relatively 
widely differing ancestry, and of varying degree (43-73%) of sequence similarity with the reference 
E. coli FucO. The identification of the candidates – according to the title with which they were 
deposited at NCBI - is as follows: lactaldehyde reductase from Pectobacterium wasabiae, 
hypothetical L-1,2-propanediol oxidoreductase from Bifidobacterium adolescentis, hypothetical 
protein from Coprococcus eutactus, and Fe-containing alcohol dehydrogease of Shewanella 
pealeana.  

II.III. Source of bacteria, plasmids, and primers used for cloning 

For the purpose of expressing all the FucO variants studied, a common expression system based on 
electrocompetent XL1-Blue E. coli cells from Stratagene was used in all cases. This expression 
system was used in combination with a common vector (pGTacFucO) - described in figure 4 - 
derived from the pGTacStEH1-5H vector, described by Elfström & Widersten (2005) provided 
courtesy of prof. Mikael Widersten (dept. of Biochemistry and Organic chemistry, Uppsala 
university, Sweden).  
 Via this vector, providing resistance to ampicillin as the selectivity marker as well as a C-

Function Amino acids assumed to participate in the enumerated functions

Metal ion (Fe(II)) coordination D196, H200, H263, H277 

D39, L42, G96/97/98, S99, T140, T141, Y152, K162, M181, M185, L189

N151, T149, V164, C362, L269, F254, T144, H200, H277, H263, D196

Nucleotide (cofactor) binding

Substate binding* (directly or indirectly) 
or part of active site tunnel
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terminal histidine tag for protein purification, each candidate FucO variant gene was separately 
transferred to the XL-1 expression system, via restriction enzymes (XhoI, SpeI) from Fermentas 
Life Sciences and PCR primers (table 2) from Thermo Fisher Scientific.   
 All bacteria used as source material for the FucO enzyme variants studied, originated from 
freeze-dried cultures provided by the ATCC – the American Type Culture Collection, see table 3. 
 
 
Table 2. PCR primers used during cloning of the candidate FucO variants studied. Sequences separated by “/../” 
indicates restriction enzyme sites used for ligation of FucO DNA into the vector.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Table 3. The bacterial strains, and corresponding  ATCC culture codes, from which the FucO variants studied were 
extracted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Schematic overview of the vector (pGTacFuco) used during cloning of the various FucO variants. The vector 
features the Tac promoter (“Taq”) - allowing for induction of protein expression via IPTG - the Shine-Dalgarno 
sequence (“SD”), as well as ampicillin resistance (“AmpR”), a Histidine tag for IMAC purification (“Hisx6”, though 
the actual vector had only 5 Histidines in the tag), and a stop codon (“Stop”). One version of this vector was prepared 
for each FucO variant, with the PCR-amplified products of each candidate FucO gene inserted into the vector in 
between the restriction enzyme sites indicated as “XhoI” and “SpeI”.  

 
 
 
 
 

Primer sequence

5'- TTT TTT / CTC GAG / ATG GTC TAT CGC ATG ATT TTC  – 3'

5'- TTT TTT  / ACT AGT / CAT CAG GCT CTT GTA GAT G -3' 

5'- TTT TTT / CTC GAG / ATG GCT GCT AAA TTT TTT ATC  C – 3'

5'- TTT TTT  / ACT AGT / CAG TGC GTT AGT GAA GAT TT -3' 

5'- TTT TTT / CTC GAG / ATG GCT AAC AGA ATG ATT CTT  – 3'

5'- TTT TTT  / ACT AGT / ATA AAT AGA CTG ATA CAG CGC  -3'

5'- TTT TTT / CTC GAG / ATG GCA AAC AGA TTT GTA CTT   – 3'
5'- TTT TTT  / ACT AGT / GAT CAA TGA CTC GTA GAG C  -3' 

Bacterial source, basis for 

primer design

Primer 

identification

Bifidobacterium adolescentis 
ATCC 15703 BaFucO-1(Fwd)

BaFucO-2(Rev)

Shewanella pealeana ATCC 
700345 SpFucO-1(Fwd)

SpFucO-2(Rev)

Pectobacterium wasabiae 
WPP163 , ATCC 43316 PwFucO-1(Fwd)

PwFucO-2(Rev)

Coprococcus eutactus ATCC 
27759 CeFucO-1(Fwd)

CeFucO-2(Rev)

ATCC code Description of bacterial strain

15703

27759

700345

43316

Bifidobacterium adolescentis, E194a

Coprococcus eutactus, VPI C33-22

Shewanella pealeana, ANG-SQ1

Pectobacterium wasabiae, SR91
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II.IV. Cloning of the FucO variants  

II.IV.I. PCR amplification 

Based on the nucleotide sequences (appendix B), retrieved from NCBI, corresponding to the FucO 
variants chosen, primers to be used in the cloning procedure were designed (Table 2). For 
compatibility with the vector to be used, a poly-T tail as well as SpeI (A^CTAGT) and XhoI 
(C^TCGAG) restriction enzyme sites, were included in the design.    
 Cloning of the FucO variants was accomplished by PCR amplification, using small 
variations (in temperature gradient used) of the same basic template program, described in table 4. 
All individual PCR reactions were performed in a 50 µL final reaction volume, with the PCR 
components – all from Fermentas - mixed as described in table 5. 
 
 
Table 4. Basic template for the PCR program used for cloning of the FucO variants. The temperature gradient used 
differed somewhat depending on primers and template DNA used, see (*) note.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*. The temperature gradient used was either 53-60 °C (S. pealeana / P. wasabiae) , or 51-58 °C (C. eutactus/ B. adol.).  

 
 
 
Table 5. Components, and their respective amounts, used during PCR-mediated cloning of the FucO variants, using non 
-pretreated freeze-dried bacteria as DNA template. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*. A spatula tip of the bacteria (S. pealeana, P. wasabiae, B. adolescentis, or C. eutactus), in the freeze-dried form they 
were delivered from the ATCC, was used directly as DNA template in the PCR mix for amplification of their 
corresponding FucO gene. No pre-treatment of the freeze-dried bacteria was performed prior to PCR.  

 
Validation of success of the PCR amplification of target FucO variants was accomplished via 
analytical gel (1 % agarose) electrophoresis. Verified PCR product was, in all FucO variant cases, 
individually pooled and DNA precipitated via the addition of 3 M NaOAc (1/10 of pooled PCR 
product volume) and 99.7% EtOH, corresponding to an amount of two times (2x) the volume of 
pooled PCR product with NaOAc added. Incubation at -80 °C, for approximately 30 min. ensued, 
before DNA precipitation procedures recommenced by centrifugation of the samples, for 30 min. at 
13000 rpm – using a tabletop centrifuge. The supernatant was subsequently discarded while the 
pellet was washed by addition of 99.7% EtOH (800 µL), before the EtOH was removed and the 
pellet allowed to dry. Finally, the pellet was redissolved by addition of water.  

#Cycles PCR step Temperature Time

1 95  °C 5 min.

40 95  °C 30 sec.

II. Annealing Temperature gradient (*)   45 sec.

72 °C 2 min.

Final incubation 72 °C 7 min.

Initial denaturation

I. Denaturation

III.Elongation

PCR component PCR component amount

Fwd. Primer

Rev. Primer

Appropriate amount for 1:10 dilution

2.5 U

DNA template (freeze-dried bacteria*)

50 pmol

50 pmol

dNTP mix 0.2 mM

Taq. Buffer (10x; (+KCl -MgCl2)

*MgCl2 1.5 mM (*preheated 80°C, 5 min. prior to usage)

Taq. Polymerase

Water (autoclaved, MilliQ) Appropriate amount for 50 µL final PCR reaction volume

Tip of spatula/tweezer, quantity not exactly determined
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 The PCR samples, having undergone DNA precipitation, were then purified by agarose (1%) 
gel electrophoresis, from which DNA corresponding to the expected nt size of the genes of the 
various FucO variants was manually extracted. The extracted genetic material was subsequently 
cleaned from gel residues, etc., by the “Gene Jet Gel extraction kit” (Fermentas) through a 
procedure performed as detailed in the “Quick Protocol” accompanying the aforementioned kit.  

II.IV.II. Generation of FucO/plasmid DNA constructs  

For the purpose of preparing the different FucO gene variants for incorporation into the plasmid 
vector (figure 5), the FucO DNA products from the gel extraction procedures were subjected to 
enzymatic cleaving by XhoI and SpeI restriction enzymes. The plasmid vector (fig. 5) to be used – 
supplied courtesy of Cecilia Blikstad (graduate student, Uppsala University) – underwent an 
identical treatment, to afford compatibility for the subsequent ligation. Restriction enzyme cleavage 
and DNA ligation procedures utilized buffers and enzymes from Fermentas, and the procedures 
were carried out as described in Fermentas-supplied protocols.   
 Following the restriction enzyme cleaving of vector and FucO DNA, the resulting cleaved 
products were applied to an agarose (1%) gel for electrophoretic purification of the cleaved genetic 
material, in a procedure analogous to the purification of PCR product, described above. Once again, 
the genetic material corresponding to the expected size of cleaved plasmid vector and FucO DNA 
was manually extracted from the gel and cleaned by the “Gene Jet Gel extraction kit” (Fermentas).  
 Ligation of cleaved FucO DNA and plasmid vector followed, using T4 DNA ligase and 
associated components needed for the reactions (ATP, ligation buffer), supplied – together with 
appropriate protocols - from Fermentas. Thus, one DNA construct of ligated FucO DNA and 
plasmid vector per FucO variant, was generated. Throughout the cloning procedures, DNA 
concentration of all fragments and vectors was deduced via spectrophotometric measurements 
(Nanodrop nd-1000 equipment from Thermo scientific). 

II.IV.III. Validation of DNA constructs  

The generated DNA constructs were transformed, by electroporation (at 12.5 kV/cm), into E. coli 
XL-1 Blue cells – being the selected system for protein expression – which were then applied to 
LB-agar plates, supplemented with ampicillin for selection of transformed cells. Colonies surviving 
the selection process were picked from the plates and used as template material for colony PCR 
and, in parallel, MiniPrep procedures for purification of plasmids incorporating FucO DNA. Colony 
PCR was done to verify that the picked colonies incorporated a plasmid vector with a gene for one 
of the FucO variants, to exclude false positives and for validation of gene nt by sequencing. Colony 
PCR was accomplished with the same program and procedure as described for the PCR mediated 
amplification of the various FucO genes (table 4 and 5), with the exception of using picked 
transformed E. coli colonies as DNA template and not using a temperature gradient during 
annealing but instead using a constant temperature of 58 °C. Verification of inserts was done by 
agarose gel electrophoresis, as previously described. MiniPrep procedures were carried out in 
accordance with the “Quick protocol”, accompanying the “Gene Jet Plasmid MiniPrep kit” 
(Fermentas) used.   
 In the final step of validation, the prepared FucO/plasmid DNA constructs – purified by 
MiniPrep and with inserts verified by colony PCR- were sequenced to make sure the genes of the 
different FucO variants had been properly inserted into their respective plasmid without nt 
mutations. Sequencing was performed by the Uppsala Genome Center (Rudbeck laboratory, 
Uppsala, Sweden).   

II.V. Expression of FucO variants    

The overall procedures employed for expressing the various FucO proteins followed the general 
process described by Elfström & Widersten (2005). Verified, as described above, FucO expression 
plasmids were transformed by electroporation (as previously described) into E. coli XL-1 Blue 
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cells, for expression and purification of the different FucO variants. The transformed cells were 
incubated for 1 hour at 37 ºC (on shaker), in 1 mL of 2TY media (1.6% w/v trypton, 1% w/v yeast 
extract, 0.5% w/v NaCl). LB agar plates, fortified with ampicillin (100 µg/mL), upon which the 
incubated transformed cells were plated, were incubated o/n at 37 ºC. From each plate of FucO 
variants, one colony was picked by a sterile loop and transferred to a tube – one per FucO variant - 
containing 1 mL 2TY media supplemented with ampicillin (100 µg/mL). Following incubation at 
30 ºC over the day (approximately 6-7 hours), the different 1 mL o/d cultures served to inoculate 35 
mL 2TY media (including ampicillin, 100 µg/mL) – one flask per FucO variant - before an 
additional o/n incubation at 30 ºC. Following o/n growth, the different 35 mL cultures were 
individually used for a final inoculation of a number (four per FucO variant) of flasks containing 
500 mL 2TY media, this time supplemented with 50 µg/mL ampicillin. These larger cultures were 
allowed to grow at 30 ºC until the optical density of the cultures (OD600) were approximately 0.3, as 
measured by spectrophotometer.   
 To be able to test the effect of different metal-ions on the FucO protein variants to be 
expressed, the four different flasks of 500 mL 2TY prepared for each FucO variant were used to co-
induce protein expression in the presence of either Fe(II)-, Mn(II)-, Co(II) - or Zn(II)-ions. 
 Induction commenced through the addition of ITPG (1mM), with a concomitant addition of 
100 µM of either FeCl2x4H2O, MnCl2x2H2O, CoCl2x6H2O, or ZnCl2, and was allowed to proceed 
during an incubation period of approximately 17-20 hours.         

II.VI. Crude purification of proteins 

Collection of the induced cells was done by centrifugation at 5000 rpm, at 4 ºC, for 12 min. The 
resulting pellets were resuspended in buffer B (20 mM imidazole, 0.5 M NaCl, 10 mM sodium 
phosphate, 0.02% sodium azide, pH 7.5), together with Complete Mini EDTA-free protease 
inhibitor. For the purpose of generating bacterial lysate, the resuspended cells were disrupted by a 
cell disruptor (Constant cell disruption systems), at a pressure of 1.7 kPa. As an alternative, in the 
cases were the volume of resuspended cells was somewhat too small for the cell disruptor to ideally 
handle, disruption was instead accomplished via sonication. Once the bacterial lysates had been 
prepared, another round of centrifugation followed in order to sediment insoluble cell debris. This 
round of centrifugation was done at 15000 rpm, for 30 min., at 4 ºC.  
 The main purification step of the His-tagged FucO proteins followed, consisting of IMAC 
chromatography. Each FucO variant lysate was individually applied to 1 mL HisTrap FF affinity 
columns, loaded with NiCl2, overall handled and prepared according to the manufacturer 
instructions (GE Healthcare). Prior to sample loading the columns had been equilibrated with buffer 
B. After sample loading the column was washed by additional volumes of buffer B, followed by 
washing with buffer B with an increased imidazole concentration (100 mM) for removal of weakly 
adsorbed proteins. To ensure elution of tightly bound proteins, the columns were finally washed 
with buffer B with a further increased imidazole concentration (300 mM). All sample loading and 
wash steps were performed manually, using a syringe. Fractions were collected at all steps of 
washing and elution. 
 Detection of protein, and protein concentration, in the different gathered wash and elution 
fractions was afforded by spectrophotometric measurements at 280 nm. For deduction of crudely 
purified protein concentrations from the A280 data, the molar extinction coefficients (ε) and 
molecular weights of the different FucO variants described in table 6 were employed. Theoretical 
data for the molar coefficients (ε) and molecular weights was generated from web-based tools 
provided by the Expasy proteomics server (http://www.expasy.ch/tools/protparam.html), hosted at 
the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics.   
 As a final step of purification, the IMAC eluted FucO-containing fractions were passed 
through PD-10 desalting columns (GE healthcare) for imidazole removal and buffer exchange. 
Before applying the samples, the PD-10 columns were equilibrated with buffer A (10 mM sodium 
phosphate, 0.02% sodium azide, pH 7.4). The PD-10 procedures were performed in accordance 
with the supplied instructions.  
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Table 6. Theoretical molar extinction coefficients (M-1cm-1) and molecular weights (Da) of the different FucO variants. 

 
*The molar extinction coefficient (ε) and molecular weight data refers to one monomer of the different FucO proteins. 
Natively, the FucO enzymes are homodimers.   

II.VII. Enzymatic activity and pH dependence assays 

The enzymatic characteristics of the different FucO variants purified were studied in 
spectrophotometric assays, following the oxidations or reductions of a few selected model 
substrates known to be involved in reactions catalyzed by the reference E. coli FucO enzyme. The 
cofactor (NAD+/NADH) dependent nature of the FucO enzyme enables spectrophotometric 
measurements, due to the NAD+/NADH characteristic absorbance at 340 nm. During the FucO 
catalyzed substrate oxidations, NAD+ is consumed, whereupon the increasing absorbance resulting 
from generation of NADH can be spectrophotometrically measured – as has previously been 
described (Boronat, et al. 1979 & Montella, et al. 2005). Corresponding reversed, reduction, 
reaction was analogously followed indirectly via the consumption of the required NADH cofactor 
during the reaction. The NADH molar extinction coefficient employed for the data analysis was 
6.22×103 M-1cm-1 (the light path for the cuvettes used during the assays was 1 cm).   
 Oxidation of primary alcohols was studied using 1-propanol as the model substrate, and the 
corresponding aldehyde propanal was used as model substrate for the investigation of the reverse, 
reduction reaction described in figure 5.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Schematic overview of the oxidation of the model substrate 1-propanol, by FucO enzymatically converted to 
propanal (propionaldehyde), in a reaction requiring NAD+ as cofactor. FucO additionally catalyzes the reverse, 
reduction of propanal, reaction direction in what is actually the preferred direction of E. coli FucO catalysis. The source 
of the illustration is BRENDA, the comprehensive enzyme information system (http://www.brenda-enzymes.info), from 
the database entry for E.C number 1.1.1.77. 

 
The ability of the various FucO variants to catalyze oxidation of diols was exemplified by using 
1,2-propanediol as substrate (see figure 2). 1,2-propanediol was employed as a substrate in both its 
stereoisomeric forms – both the R and S enantiomer – as a model to study if the FucO variants 
exhibit any stereoselectivity or stereospecificity. 
 For the purpose of studying the effect of pH on catalysis, the various model reactions were 
all studied at both pH 9.5 and pH 7.5 – these being close to the conditions at which E. coli wt FucO 
has its optimum in activity for the relevant oxidation and reduction reactions, respectively. All 
reactions were studied during steady state, at 30 ºC, using either glycine buffer (0.1 M, pH 9.5), or 
sodium phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.5).  

Protein Identification

22015 41129

24495 40629

9315 39966

25120 40592

Molar ext. coeff.* 

(M-1cm-1)
Molecular weight (Da)*

Lactaldehyde reductase from P. wasabiae
Hypothetical protein from C. eutactus

Fe-containing alcohol dehydrogease of S. pealeana

Hypothetical L-1,2-propanediol oxidoreductase from 
B. adolescentis
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 The assay was performed in a 1 mL scale, by mixing the reaction components – as described 
in table 7 - in a quartz cuvette at concentrations of substrates and cofactors derived from what has 
previously been shown to be saturating conditions for the E. coli FucO enzyme (personal 
communication, Cecilia Blikstad). All activity data was gathered in triplicates, when possible, to 
minimize measurement errors.  
 In all conditions a cofactor concentration of 0.2 mM was used, either NAD+ for oxidation 
reactions or NADH for reductions. Similarly, the enzyme concentration was maintained at 
approximately 0.3 µM – with some small variation - for all the different purified FucO variants (and 
“sub-variants”) studied, in all reactions. Regarding substrate concentration, either 40 mM – when 
using either propanol or propanal as substrates – or 10 mM – in the case of the R- or S-1,2-
propanediol – was used.  
 All in all a total of 12 different FucO variants were studied in these reactions, 3 main 
variants differing in bacterial source (S. pealeana, B. adolescentis, or C. eutactus; the 4th FucO 
variant from P. wasabiae was never successfully cloned), and each of those additionally subdivided 
into 4 “sub-variants” depending on which metal-ion it had been co-expressed with (Fe(II), Mn(II), 
Co(II), or Zn(II)).   
 
 
Table 7. Schematic overview of the different reaction conditions employed for the enzyme activity assays. All 
oxidations and reduction reactions were studied with FucO variants of three different bacterial sources, where each 
variant additionally existed in 4 different forms – depending on if it had been co-induced with Fe(II), Mn(II), Co(II), or 
Zn(II) metal ions.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*. As described in the text, all reactions were performed at both pH 7.5 and 9.5. In the former case a 0.1 M NaPi buffer,  
pH 7.5, was used and in the latter case a 0.1 M glycine buffer, pH 9.5, was used.    

 

II.VIII. Determination of enzymatic activities from gathered experimental data 

Following the enzyme activity assays detailed above, a measure of specific enzymatic activities was 
calculated from the collected experimental data. A basic calculation was employed were the 
spectrophotometric absorbance data sets (in units of dAbs/min) were initially transformed, by the 
Beer-Lambert law and the molar extinction coefficient of NADH, into corresponding units of molar 
concentration of substrate converted per min (M/min). The Beer-Lambert-converted data points 
were subsequently normalized by the concentrations of enzyme present during the studied reactions 
– a parameter previously determined. From this treatment a basic measure of specific enzyme 
activity was obtained.      

III. Results 

III.I. Selection of FucO variants to study 

With the aim of finding enzymes with characteristics similar to the E. coli FucO protein – chosen as 
the frame of reference of the present study – a bioinformatic search in publicly available databases 
(NCBI BLAST) was performed, using the nt sequence of wt E. coli FucO as main comparison. This 
search was based on a set of parameters and criteria, previously described, thought to be of key 
importance for finding alternative FucO enzymes with characteristics more optimal for the use this 
study intended.      

Reaction studied:

Components

Substrate:

Buffer: Buffer (pH 7.5 or 9.5)* Buffer (pH 7.5 or 9.5)* Buffer (pH 7.5 or 9.5)*

Oxidation of 1-propanol Oxidation of diol Reduction of propanal

Cofactor: NAD+: 0.2 mM NAD+: 0.2 mM NADH: 0.2 mM

propanol: 40 mM R- or S-1,2-propanediol: 10 mM propanal: 40 mM

Enzyme/FucO:  FucO variant: Approx. 0.3 µM FucO variant: Approx. 0.3 µM FucO variant: Approx. 0.3 µM
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 Structurally, a number of aa “hotspots” (see table 1) in E. coli FucO were used to find other 
enzyme nt sequences with these hotspots largely conserved – to increase the likelihood of overall 
comparable activity – but still with some small variations so that some differences in activity 
optima could be reasonably expected. Ideally, FucO variants capable of catalyzing a set of model 
reactions with a lowered pH optimum compared to the E. coli variant, while having stereoselective 
substrate preferences, were of primary interest.  
 As already remarked, four candidate FucO sequences were selected, from four bacterial 
strains of relatively widely differing ancestry, with aa sequences of varying degree (43-73%) of 
similarity with the reference E. coli FucO. No previous characterization data was available for these 
proteins, and their classification as “FucO”-type enzymes was largely hypothetical with naming 
schemes most likely derived from sequence similarities with proteins previously deposited at the 
relevant databases. According to the title with which they were deposited at NCBI, the proteins 
selected to be studied were lactaldehyde reductase from Pectobacterium wasabiae, hypothetical L-
1,2-propanediol oxidoreductase from Bifidobacterium adolescentis, hypothetical protein from 
Coprococcus eutactus, and Fe-containing alcohol dehydrogease of Shewanella pealeana (table 8). 
ClustalW alignments, presented below, of the most promising FucO candidate sequences, represent 
the main results from this initial part of the study (figure 6).  
 
 
Table 8. The chosen proteins to study, with respective sequence similarities with the reference FucO protein from E. 
coli as well as the NCBI identification numbers for each protein.  

 

Protein Identification NCBI identifiers

43  / 63 YP_001501014.1

55  / 69 YP_909266.1 

63 / 76 ZP_02206280.1

73  / 84 ZP_05305433.1

Sequence similarity 

(%) with E. coli 

FucO (identities / 

positives)

Fe-containing alcohol dehydrogease of S. pealeana

Hypothetical L-1,2-propanediol oxidoreductase from 
B. adolescentis

Hypothetical protein from C. eutactus

Lactaldehyde reductase from P. wasabiae
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            ^  ^     
eco_b2799_reference_fucO            MMANRMILNETAWFGRGAVGALTDEVKRRGYQKALIVTDKTLVQCGVVAK 50 
P.wasabiae_lactaldehyde_reduct      -MANRMILNETSYFGAGAIAQIADEVKRRGFRKALLVTDKDLVKFGVAAK 49 
C.eutactus_hypothetical_FucO        -MANRFVLNETSYHGAGAIAEIATEAIGRGFAKALVCSDPDLIKFGVTKK 49 
B.adolescentis_1_2-prop.diol_o      -MVYRMIFNQTAYFGRGAIKEIPGVARSHGFTKAFIVTDPVLLETGTVKK 49 
S.pealeana_Fe-cont.ADH              -MAAKFFIPSVNILGQDAVTEAIGDIKSLGFKNALIVTDKPLVEIGLVAQ 49 
                                     *. ::.: ..   * .*:          *: :*:: :*  *:: * . : 
                 ^^^^  
eco_b2799_reference_fucO            VTDKMDAAGLAWAIYDGVVPNPTITVVKEGLGVFQNSGADYLIAIGGGSP 100 
P.wasabiae_lactaldehyde_reduct      VTAKLDAAGLPYDIYDEVIPNPTISVVEKGIERFKASQADYLIAIGGGSP 99 
C.eutactus_hypothetical_FucO        VTDVLDGAGLAYEIYSNIKPNPTIENVQQGVEAFKAANADYIIAIGGGSS 99 
B.adolescentis_1_2-prop.diol_o      VTDVLDEAGMPYEVFDNVKPNPPVECIQDGVAKFAASGADFLIGLGGGSP 99 
S.pealeana_Fe-cont.ADH              VTDKLASNDIRSVVFDGVQPNPTVGNVEAGLEILNANNCDFVISLGGGSP 99 
                                    **  :   .:   ::. : ***.:  :: *:  :    .*::*.:****. 
           ^^  ¤    ¤  
eco_b2799_reference_fucO            QDTCKAIGIISNNPEFADVRSLEGLSPTNKPSVPILAIPTTAGTAAEVTI 150 
P.wasabiae_lactaldehyde_reduct      QDTCKAIGIIINNPEFADVRSLEGVAATRRPAVPIIAIPTTSGTAAEVTI 149 
C.eutactus_hypothetical_FucO        MDTAKGIGIVIANPEFADIRSLEGVAPTKNKSIPIFAVPTTAGTAAEVTI 149 
B.adolescentis_1_2-prop.diol_o      QDTCKGIGIVTANPEFADVLSLEGVADTKNPSVPIFGVPTTAGTASETTI 149 
S.pealeana_Fe-cont.ADH              HDCAKGIALVATNG--GSIKDYEGLDVSIKPQLPLVAINTTAGTASEMTR 147 
                                     * .*.*.::  *   ..: . **:  : .  :*:..: **:***:* *  
                 ¤^    ^ ¤   ^   ^   ^    /+ /+ 
eco_b2799_reference_fucO            NYVITDEEKRRKFVCVDPHDIPQVAFIDADMMDGMPPALKAATGVDALTH 200 
P.wasabiae_lactaldehyde_reduct      NYVITDEEKRRKFVCVDPHDIPIVAIVDPDMMMSMPASLKAATGIDALTH 199 
C.eutactus_hypothetical_FucO        NYVITDVEKNRKMVCVDPKDIPVVAFVDPEMMSSMPKGLTAATGMDALTH 199 
B.adolescentis_1_2-prop.diol_o      NYVITDTANKRKFVAVDPHDIPIVAFVDPDLTDSMPRGLKVATGLDALTH 199 
S.pealeana_Fe-cont.ADH              FCIITDEARHIKMAIVDKNTTPILSVNDPELMLLKPAGLTAATGMDALTH 197 
                                      :***  .. *:. ** :  * ::. *.::    * .*..***:***** 
 
eco_b2799_reference_fucO            AIEGYITRGAWALTDALHIKAIEIIAGALRGSVAG--DKDAGEEMALGQY 248 
P.wasabiae_lactaldehyde_reduct      AIEGFTTKAAWELTDTLHLKAIEIISRSLRDSVAG--KPKGVEEMALGQY 247 
C.eutactus_hypothetical_FucO        AIEGYITAAAWELSDMFHLKAIEIISRSLRGAVAN--TPEGRADMALGQY 247 
B.adolescentis_1_2-prop.diol_o      AIEGYITPGAWSLSDCLSMQTIRMIAKNLAKSADG--DIPAGEQMAYASY 247 
S.pealeana_Fe-cont.ADH              AIEAYVSIAANPITDACAIKAIELIQGNLVEAVENGQSIEARDQMAYAQF 247 
                                    ***.: : .*  ::*   :::*.:*   *  :. .     .  :** ..: 
         ¤      /+     ¤      /+   
eco_b2799_reference_fucO            VAGMGFSNVGLGLVHGMAHPLGAFYNTPHGVANAILLPHVMRYNADFTGE 298 
P.wasabiae_lactaldehyde_reduct      IAGMGFSNVGLGLVHGMAHPLGAFYNTPHGVANAILLPHIMAYNADYTGE 297 
C.eutactus_hypothetical_FucO        VAGMGFSNVGLGIVHSMAHPLGALYDTPHGVANAIILPTVMEYNAEATGE 297 
B.adolescentis_1_2-prop.diol_o      ITGMAYSNVGLGLVHGMAHPLGGRLGVAHGVANGILLAPVMEYNKDYTGE 297 
S.pealeana_Fe-cont.ADH              LAGMAFNNASLGYVHAMAHQLGGFYDLPHGVCNALLLPHVQAYNAQVVPG 297 
                                    ::**.:.*..** **.*** **.  . .***.*.::*. :  ** : .   
 
eco_b2799_reference_fucO            KYRDIARVMGVKVEG-MSLEEARNAAVEAVFALNRDVGIPPHLRDVGVRK 347 
P.wasabiae_lactaldehyde_reduct      KFRDIAIAMGVKDAANMPMTQAREAAINAVRQLSHDVDIPPRLRDVGVRE 347 
C.eutactus_hypothetical_FucO        KYREIARAMGVKGVDDMTQEEYRKAAVDAVRQLSIDVGIPTDLKDI-VKP 346 
B.adolescentis_1_2-prop.diol_o      KYRDIADAFGIADAYTGDIETVREEAVQAVHKLTVDLKNPTKISEVGATE 347 
S.pealeana_Fe-cont.ADH              RLKDVAKAMGVDVAA-MTDEQGAEAAITAIKALSVAVNIPENLTKLGVKA 346 
                                    : :::* .:*:            : *: *:  *.  :  *  : .: .   
            ¤  
eco_b2799_reference_fucO            EDIPALAQAALDDVCTGGNPREATLEDIVELYHTAW 383 
P.wasabiae_lactaldehyde_reduct      EDIPALAQAAFDDVCTGGNPRDTNIDDIKALYQSIY 383 
C.eutactus_hypothetical_FucO        EDIPFLAQSAYDDACRPGNPRETSVEDITKLYESLI 382 
B.adolescentis_1_2-prop.diol_o      ADLEPLAHDAFHDVCTPGNPRQATQEDILAIYKSLM 383 
S.pealeana_Fe-cont.ADH              EDIPTLANNALKDACGFTNPKQATHEEICQIFTNAL 382 
                                     *:  **: * .*.*   **:::. ::*  :: .   

Figure 6. ClustalW alignments of the aa sequences of the FucO variants selected to be studied, compared with the 
FucO from E. coli – serving as frame of reference. Certain aa have been highlighted, pinpointing areas believed to be 
key “hotspots” for enzymatic functionality (+ ,or yellow =Metal-ion coordination;^ ,or pale green=Cofactor binding; ¤ 
,or gray=substrate binding or part of active site tunnel; /+ might be part of Me-ion co-ord. or substrate binding, or both).  

 
As is evident from the alignments, the regions hypothesized to be of key importance for catalytic 
function (“hotspots”) are largely conserved among the selected candidate FucO variants. This 
relatively high level of similarity, at these sites, was expected since major differences at these sites 
likely would have indicated that the proteins chosen do not share the same basic enzymatic 
activities – and would therefore not be interesting targets for the purpose envisioned for the present 
project.   
 The hot-spot sites were selected by manual inspection of the crystallographic structures 
(PDB:1RRM/2BL4) of the E. coli FucO, chosen as frame of reference for this project due to it 
being the most well studied – in this case the only one studied at all – variant of FucO. Supporting 
information about the structures of the FucO candidates was additionally derived from hypothetical 
structures modeled by computational means (results not included), using the software Modeler 
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(Salilab) and Internet-available resources such as swissModel at the Swiss Institute of 
Bioinformatics (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/) and iTasser – server for protein structure prediction 
(http://zhang.bioinformatics.ku.edu/I-TASSER/).   
 From these, and other previously mentioned, theoretical considerations a number of small - 
but possibly relevant – observed variations at the perceived hotspots resulted in the FucO 
candidates chosen. For each variant a few aa interchanges were deemed the most interesting.  
 In the B. adolescentis variant, with a similarity of 55% to the reference protein, it can be 
noted that the residue F254 (thought to play a part in the substrate tunnel) has been replaced by a 
Tyr (Y) residue and the nucleotide binding residue M181 is replaced with a Leu (L) residue. While 
these interchanges are relatively non-dramatic, subtle effects on substrate and nucleotide binding 
could still be expected. This variant also contains the interchange N274G, which is an interchange 
more likely to confer effects on the catalytic mechanism as N274 has been speculated to participate 
in the proton transfer during catalysis (Mikael Widersten, personal communication). Such an 
interchange could affect pH in catalysis, which was one of the aims of the study.   
 In the comparisons with the candidate FucO from S. pealeana, it should be noted that it is 
the variant chosen with the least overall sequence similarities with E. coli FucO (43% identity). 
Among the many aa interchanges, possibly important differences are N151F, V164A, and Y152C – 
all of which are expected to be located at the entrance of the substrate tunnel of the enzyme. These 
changes could confer effects on what substrates are allowed into the active site, which is of 
relevance for the wider aim of finding FucO variants with a wider substrate range. This sequence 
also contains M181L, as well as M185K, both of which are expected to be involved in cofactor 
binding. Finally, this variant also contains an altered aa at the proton-transfer aa N274, though here 
it is N274D. Again, effects on catalysis such as modulation of pH optima might result from this.  
 Lactaldehyde reductase from P. wasabiae is the variant most similar to the reference protein 
(73% identity), as evident from the alignments. No obvious aa interchanges at the hypothesized 
“hotspots” are present, but the non-identical residues are instead somewhat scattered throughout the 
sequence. This variant was largely chosen as a “wild-card” to see if some of these other, less 
obvious, residue changes also could affect catalysis. It was not chosen with any specific parameter 
to be changed in mind.   
 Finally, the hypothetical FucO from C. eutactus had a reasonably high similarity with the 
reference (63% identity), making it overall likely to have similar enzymatic properties. Apart from 
some non-identities outside the hotspots, the key aa alteration at the hotspot regions is the N274D 
interchange much like that found in the S. pealeana FucO candidate. In itself, the fact that this 
interchange exists in other variants makes it an interesting target to study, with an emphasis on the 
possibility of this interchange to alter the proton transfer during catalysis.   

III.II. Generation of the FucO variants 

Using freeze-dried bacteria as DNA template, cloning of the various FucO candidates was 
accomplished via PCR, followed by ligation to a plasmid vector affording a histidine tag to the 
protein. Expression of the various proteins was done in E. coli, with each FucO variant produced in 
the presence of four different metal ions (Fe (II), Mn(II), Co(II), or Zn(II)), thus producing four 
“sub-variants” of each main FucO candidate. A crude purification protocol whose main step 
consisted of Ni-ion IMAC provided the proteins to be studied. A crude purification protocol was 
deemed appropriate considering the primary initial goal was to quickly obtain proteins for an 
overall rough screen-like overview of the catalytic properties of the chosen FucO candidates.  
 Of the four candidate FucO variants included in the present study, all except the hypothetical 
FucO (“lactaldehyde reductase”) from Pectobacterium wasabiae were successfully cloned and 
crudely purified. All successfully prepared FucO/plasmid DNA constructs were verified, by 
sequencing, to not contain unwanted mutations (results not included). Despite repeated attempts at 
PCR amplification of the P. wasabiae sequence, using a variety of different conditions apart from 
those used to successfully prepare the other variants, no successful PCR amplification of this 
protein was ever accomplished. Most likely this was due to that the nt sequence used for primer 
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design probably did not perfectly match the P. wasabiae strain available at the ATCC. 
Consequently, no P. wasabiae FucO protein was ever produced and thus this FucO variant could not 
be investigated as planned. No result for the P. wasabiae version of FucO is consequently presented 
in this report.  
 Though preparation of the other three proteins was overall successful, purification of the 
various “sub-variants”, co-induced with different metal ions, varied in level of success in terms of 
protein yield. Table 9 provides an overview of how the different co-induced metals affected protein 
expression, and/or the purification process. To deduce if choice of metal ion affected expression or 
purification the most, SDS-PAGE analysis of the various stages of protein expression and 
purification would have been illuminative. However, due to lack of time this kind of verification 
was not performed. 
 
Table 9. Overview of how the different metal ions affected final protein ([E]) concentration after purification. Molar 
extinction coefficient expressed in units of  M-1cm-1. A280 is the spectrophotometrically measured absorbance at 280 nm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The main trend, as extracted from table 9, is that the highest final protein yield after purification 
was achieved for proteins expressed in media supplemented with Fe(II), followed by Mn(II), Co(II), 
and finally Zn(II). This was true for all the different FucO variants. However, as already mentioned, 
this data alone is not enough to deduce whether the low yield for, for example Zn(II) co-induced 
FucO variants, was a result of poor protein expression when in presence of this metal ion or if the 
Zn(II) ions somehow had a detrimental effect at the purification stage. Low, or no yield also 
resulted from the preparation of the Co(II) metal ion sub-variant of the B. adolescentis protein.  

III.III. Enzymatic activity, pH -, and metal ion-dependence of the FucO 
candidates 

With the intention of studying some of the enzymatic functionalities of the selected FucO 
candidates, a basic spectrophotometric assay was performed where the enzymatic interconversion 
of four main substrates was studied, by following the NADH cofactor required for the studied 
redox-reactions.  
 The model substrates (1-propanol, propanal, S-1,2-propanediol, and R-1,2-propanediol) 
were selected, in part, on the basis of what is known about how they relate to the reference FucO 
protein from E. coli. 1-Propanol and propanal served as models for oxidation of primary alcohols 

9315
Fe(II) 0.680 7.30E-005

Mn(II) 0.341 3.66E-005
Co(II) 0.200 2.15E-005
Zn(II) 0.160 1.72E-005

25120
Fe(II) 0.578 2.30E-005
Mn(II) 0.220 8.76E-006
Co(II) 0.152 6.05E-006
Zn(II) 0.013 5.18E-007

24995

Fe(II) 1.036 4.14E-005
Mn(II) 0.470 1.88E-005
Co(II) 0.091 3.64E-006
Zn(II) 0.080 3.20E-006

Bacterial source 

of FucO variant

Metal-ion 

(co-induced)

A280 of protein-containing 

purified fraction

Ext. 

coeff.

[E] (M) in protein 

containing fraction

S. pealeana 

B. adolescentis

C. eutactus
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and reduction of aldehydes, respectively, while the S- and R- enantiomers of 1,2-propanediol served 
to illustrate if the FucO candidates exhibit stereoselectivity in oxidation of diols. Additionally, all 
substrate interconversion reactions were studied at both pH 7.5 and 9.5, to see the effect of pH on 
catalysis. Finally, having the FucO proteins with different metal ions, meant that the final main 
parameter studied was how the metal ions present translated into effects on the catalytic 
characteristics (pH, and substrate preferences) of the FucO candidates, and if a clear metal ion 
preference could be found. The results from the activity measurements, expressed as specific 
activities, for all the different FucO variants have been collected in table 10.  
 
Table 10. Collection of specific activities for the various FucO variants, for the reaction conditions studied (pH, 
substrates used, and metal ion present during protein expression). 

 
Note: The specific activities have been expressed in units of min-1, calculated by division of the spectrophotometrically 
collected dAbs/min data points (absorbance change over time) with the molar extinction coefficient of NADH 
(6.22×103 M-1cm-1) – according to the Beer-Lambert law (a quartz cuvette with a 1 cm light path was used during 
measurements), followed by a final normalization of the data by division with the concentration of enzyme (M) present 
during the reactions studied.  
*. The B. adolescentis / Zn(II) data points must be considered somewhat uncertain, due to that relatively few 
measurements could be performed since protein production yield was too low to afford triplicate measurements at the 
intended enzyme concentrations.   

 
From the data presented in table 10 it is evident that there were relatively few clear trends in the 
recorded activities, with somewhat scattered data particularly with regards to the effects on activity 
due to what metal ion was present in the protein. Some shared themes can, however, be discerned. 
Propanal reduction appeared to be the overall reaction of choice for these enzymes, all with optima 
at pH 7.5.  
 In terms of metal ion effect in these reactions, the S. pealeana protein behaved identically 
regardless of metal ion present. The B. adolescentis and C. eutactus proteins did, however, exhibit a 
pattern of their own, with increasing activity going from the Fe(II)-, to Mn(II)-, to Co(II)-, and 
finally to the Zn(II)-subtype.  
 Similarly, the overall reaction with second highest activities was the oxidation of propanol, 
peaking at pH 9.5 in all cases. Again, regardless of metal ion present in the S. pealeana case, though 
overall with the B. adolescentis and C. eutactus proteins again with increasing activity going from 
the Fe(II)-, to Mn(II)-, to Co(II)-, and finally to the Zn(II)-subtype. This seemed to indicate that the 
B. adolescentis and C. eutactus enzymes preferred Zn(II) as coordinating metal ion. As already 
mentioned, though, the Co(II) B. adolescentis subtype protein yield was too low to allow enough 
measurements.      

Specific activities

PH 7.5 PH 9.5 PH 7.5 PH 9.5 PH 7.5 PH 9.5 PH 7.5 PH 9.5

Fe (II) 2.18 3.81 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.84 7.24 3.04

Mn (II) 1.33 3.33 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.37 6.58 3.04

Co(II) 3.32 5.72 0.16 0.17 0.23 0.50 7.02 5.14

Zn(II) 2.31 3.44 0.17 0.30 0.58 0.48 4.71 3.10

Fe (II) 0.34 1.47 1.19 0.23 0.48 0.99 2.38 0.23

Mn (II) 1.18 3.91 0.55 0.84 2.75 1.36 7.46 1.50

Co(II) 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Zn(II)* 26.02 50.48 22.52 6.99 8.54 20.97 69.90 27.57

Fe (II) 0.78 1.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.32 4.50

Mn (II) 1.27 2.79 0.14 0.80 0.85 0.85 11.08 9.47

Co(II) 6.71 15.00 2.36 4.33 0.00 1.66 31.73 5.81

Zn(II) 5.60 12.29 1.73 3.47 4.19 4.95 29.90 22.84

FucO bacterial 

source

Metal 

ion
propanol ox. S-propanediol ox. R-propanediol ox. Propanal red.

S. pealeana

B. adolescentis

C. eutactus
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 The final main trend appeared to be a significantly lower activity in catalyzing the 
oxidations of the different stereoforms of 1,2-propanediol, compared to the other substrates. No 
unifying pH profile among the different candidate FucO proteins could, however, be deduced from 
the activity data for the diol substrates.    
 The S. pealeana protein exhibited a weak, but clear, preference for the R-isomer of the diol, 
with a peak in activity at pH 9.5 – again seemingly with only small variation depending on metal 
present. Measurable activities could also be obtained for the same reaction at pH 7.5 in the cases of 
Zn(II) and Co(II) present, though practically no activity for when Fe(II) and Mn(II) was present. 
This enzyme exhibited only very weak activity with the S-isomer of the diol, though seemingly also 
with peak activity at pH 9.5, and with the Fe(II) and Mn(II) sub-variants practically inactive at pH 
7.5. 
 Interpretation of the data for the B. adolescentis protein catalysis of diol oxidations proved 
difficult, much like in the C. eutactus case – due to both exhibiting somewhat contradictory results.  
 For example, the C. eutactus protein, in its Mn(II) and Zn(II) subtypes, appeared to oxidize 
the R-form of the diol equally well at both pH 7.5 and 9.5, which – if reliable - was unexpected. 
 Confusingly, the Co(II)-subtype had clear R-propanediol activity at pH 9.5 though none at 
7.5. Additionally, activity was recorded for the S-propanediol at both pH studied, with the C. 
eutactus enzyme data suggesting that some of its subtypes (e.g. Co(II)) seemed to prefer the S-
isomer, while others (Mn(II) and Zn(II)) largely didn't distinguish between the different 
stereoforms. On a similar note, the B. adolescentis Fe(II)- sub-variant stereopreferences could not 
reliably be interpreted, as data confusingly indicating equal activity at both pH 7.5, for the S-
propanediol, and pH 9.5, for the R-isomer, etc. Even if the stereoselectivity of this enzyme was 
unclear, it was nevertheless interesting to note that the magnitude of activities when using the diols 
was not dramatically lower than that of the other substrates. It seemed diol catalysis was possible, 
though with no significant stereoselectivity and with unclear pH optima.    
 Overall, the low activity for the diol substrates likely resulted in relatively low 
spectrophotometric absorption signal strengths which translated to less reliable data. As a result of 
this, nothing definitive can probably be said about the trends exhibited for the diol substrates as the 
experimental errors were likely too large.  
 In an overall comparison of all the activities recorded, no real general trend could be 
observed with regards to if one specific protein, of one specific origin, had overall better or worse 
enzymatic activity than any of the others. The most clear outlier was the B. adolescentis Zn(II)- 
subtype protein, which exhibited a drastically higher activity than any other – in all reactions. 
However, given that this protein was produced at a low concentration, thus only allowing a limited 
amount of measurements, triplicate measurements was not possible at the enzyme concentrations 
used during the assays. Thus the results for this variant had to be considered statistically less 
reliable. It might, though, still very well be that this FucO variant had a strong preference for Zn(II) 
ions for its catalysis, and also was significantly better at catalyzing these reactions, compared to the 
other variants. To confound the interpretation further, this sub-type also indicated a preference for 
the R-propanediol at pH 9.5, but curiously appeared to switch preference to the S-isomer at pH 7.5.  

IV. Discussion 

IV.I. General considerations 

The main purpose of the present study was to find enzyme variants, among previously 
uncharacterized proteins, exhibiting catalytic properties similar to E. coli FucO though with 
improved characteristics with regards to the type of biocatalysis system the enzymes were meant to 
be incorporated in. Improved characteristics, from this perspective, primarily meant lowered pH 
optima for oxidations of alcohols and diols. This was desired in order to accommodate other kinds 
of enzymes (for example epoxide hydrolase from potato, see fig. 1), with a pH optima at around 7, 
intended to act at a previous step in the sequential biocatalysis system envisioned. E. coli FucO is 
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not ideally suited for this pH as its optimal activity for the catalyzed oxidations is at around pH 9.5, 
and reduction of aldehyde is the preferred reaction direction at pH closer to 7. Additionally, the 
other main aim was for the sought after enzymes to exhibit stereoselectivity in catalysis much like 
the E. coli FucO, as the biocatalysis system in mind aimed to be useful in stereospecific organic 
synthesis. 

IV.I.I. Candidate FucO selection process 

 The search for reasonable FucO candidate enzymes was conducted by a bioinformatic 
approach by querying the databases available at the NCBI according to a set of criteria, expected to 
result in relevant candidates. The criteria were primarily deduced from the structural information 
available for the E. coli FucO protein used as frame of reference throughout the study. Manual 
inspection of these protein structures (pdb: 1rrm, 2bl4) were used to select areas thought to be 
“hotspots” for enzyme activity. A basic assumption by the author was that these sites should be 
mostly conserved among enzymes with “FucO-like” functionality. By choosing proteins with small 
aa interchanges at these sites, it was hypothesized that slight changes in the optimal conditions for 
activity – such as the pH optima change wanted – might be afforded.  
 It can always be debated whether these, somewhat arbitrarily, selected hotspots where 
correctly chosen or that other areas might also be of importance, but since the chosen enzymes were 
not characterized it meant a certain element of trial-and-error was deemed required.  
 Another basic assumption that could be discussed is whether the E. coli protein is a good 
model for a typical “FucO-type” enzyme, and if the structural features of this protein can reliably be 
transferred to the candidate proteins as assumed during the selection process. It should be kept in 
mind that the candidate protein sequences covered a range of 43-73% in similarity with the 
reference FucO, and it is possible that the more dissimilar candidates, at the lower part of that 
range, might have an actual protein folding too different from E. coli FucO for it to be a good 
model. Hypothetical protein structures were modeled by computational homology modeling 
software (Modeler, SaliLab) to investigate this problem, and overall they seemed to suggest that the 
E. coli FucO was a reasonable model (results not included). From a wider perspective it can, of 
course, also be discussed how accurate these theoretical structures actually are, and how much 
detailed structural information can reliably be extracted from them. Such a discussion is, however, 
not within the scope of the present study.  

IV.I.II. Choice of metal ions to include             

 In lieu of available catalytic data for the enzymes included, the enzymes were additionally 
studied from the perspective of metal ion dependence to see if different metal ions could afford the 
sought after characteristics in substrate preference, stereoselectivity, and pH dependence. E. coli 
FucO is Fe-dependent, but the enzymes included in the present study were additionally co-ordinated 
by Mn(II), Co(II), or Zn(II) ions – afforded by co-expressing the proteins in the presence of these 
metals. 
 These metal ions were chosen, primarily to see if the Fe(II) ion initially assumed to be 
required – based on what is known from E. coli FucO – could be replaced, since the ease with 
which Fe(II) oxidizes is problematic when expressing, purifying, and also storing enzymes with this 
ion included. Secondarily, it was deemed interesting to see if these largely unknown proteins 
actually were Fe-dependent, or if this was a faulty assumption. It has previously been shown 
(Sridhara, et al. 1969) that E. coli FucO can retain most of its activity with the Fe(II) ion replaced 
primarily by Mn(II), and to a lesser extent also Co(II), whereas Zn(II) inactivates the enzyme. It 
was assumed that those results could be extended to the FucO candidate proteins at hand, which is 
the primary reason these ions were selected.  
 The inclusion of Zn(II), was in part to verify if the FucO candidates also were inactivated by 
this metal ion, or alternatively to verify if the FucO candidate proteins actually behave more like 
other ADH-type enzymes. For example, the sub-groups I and II of the NAD(P)-dependent ADHs 
are both known to be Zn-dependent, as opposed to the Fe-dependent sub-group III that E. coli FucO 
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belongs to (Reid & Fawson, 1994; Obradors, et al. 1998). To further rationalize the selection of 
metal ions, their respective placement in the periodic table, indicating similar size, could also 
indicate that the spatial considerations required for productive co-ordination of these enzymes 
might be fulfilled for all these ions.  
 No verification was done to check the extent of which the proteins incorporated the metal 
ions added during induction of protein expression. Such an analysis, for determination of metal 
content, would have helped for optimization purposes. Maybe the 100 µM metal ion concentration 
used (based on previous work by Sridhara, et al. 1969) was not ideal.  

IV.I.III. Expression and purification of the proteins 

Regarding the expression and purification process of the proteins to be studied, a general problem 
was an overall low final protein yield. It was apparent that the purification process was not optimal 
for these proteins, and the same might also have been true for the expression process.   
Results from the crude purification indicated that the proteins overall bound more weakly to the 
IMAC columns than planned. All proteins were eluted already at 100 mM imidazole buffer 
concentration, not 300 mM imidazole as originally planned. For the present proteins, the expression 
and purification system used was based on the assumption that they would behave sufficiently 
similarly to the reference E. coli FucO for it to be a valid approach. In hindsight, this might have 
been a somewhat faulty assumption considering the varying concentrations of proteins that were 
finally eluted.  
 One possible reason could have been that the histidine tag added for purification was not 
long enough, since the plasmid used only provided five C-terminal histidines to the proteins and not 
the customary six. Consequently, it might be expected that the proteins coordinated less well with 
the Ni-IMAC column and thus gave a low purification yield. Another possibility is that the metal 
ions present coordinated with the His-tag on the proteins thereby preventing it to be efficiently 
coordinated to the Ni(II) ions of the IMAC for purification. This could explain why, for example, 
Zn(II) and Co(II) seemed to result in overall lowered protein yield, as both Zn(II) and Co(II) can 
also be used as an alternative to Nickel in IMAC columns for purification of His-tagged proteins 
(HisTrap HP Instructions, GE Healthcare). It is also conceivable that another choice of plasmid 
vector, with other features such as different promoter or purification tag, could have provided a 
more efficient system for production and purification of the FucO candidates.  
  If time had allowed it, SDS-PAGE analysis of the various stages of protein expression and 
purification would have been illuminating for optimization of the processes. As it where, it could 
not be verified if the low final concentrations of proteins was a result of problematic expression or 
purification.   

IV.II. Characteristics - structural and catalytic - of the various FucO candidates 

IV.II.I. L-1,2-propanediol oxidoreductase from Bifidobacterium adolescentis  

This FucO variant has 55% sequence identity with the E. coli FucO, differing at some of the 
aforementioned possible key residues, making it interesting to study in the present context. Another 
reason to study this protein variant is the bacterial source, which is a Gram-positive anaerobic 
bacterium as opposed to the Gram-negative, facultative anaerobic nature of the E. coli from which 
the reference protein originated. It was hypothesized that this difference in bacterial origin, in itself 
could be cause to expect that their respective FucO variants might subtly behave differently.    
  ClustalW alignments suggested the substrate tunnel residue interchange F254Y, as well as 
nucleotide binding residue interchange M181L. A wider range of substrates would have been 
needed to clarify if a larger substrate range was afforded by the tunnel entrance interchange, though 
the activity results at least indicate that activity was not completely lost by these interchanges. A 
difference in cofactor binding, could imply that this protein has a somewhat different affinity for the 
cofactor compared to the reference protein, which indirectly also could reveal something about 
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possible structural differences. To reveal the KM of this enzyme for its cofactor, as a measurement of 
the affinity for the cofactor, a more complete characterization would have been needed than the 
more screen-like activity assay performed.   
 Additionally, N274 - one of the amino acids hypothesized (Mikael Widersten, personal 
communication) to participate in the proton transfer between substrate and enzyme during catalysis 
– is exchanged for a Glycine (N274G), in this sequence. It was speculated that the hypothetical 
proton transfer effect could result in a small shift in the local catalytic environment, possibly 
affording a change in local pKa and pH optima – ideally lowering the pH at which the enzyme 
catalyzes oxidations.    
 Based on the activities gathered, however, it appeared that no obvious pH effect was 
obtained. The overall pH dependence for the various reactions still remained comparable to that of 
E. coli FucO, with a highest activity for propanal reduction, at pH 7.5, and second highest for 
oxidation of propanol, still at pH 9.5 - like the reference protein. While activities with the different 
propanediols were lower than those for the other substrates, this variant still exhibited an interesting 
– though somewhat difficult to interpret - level of diol activity.    
 Depending on metal ion present, the preference for the S- or the R-propanediol, appeared to 
change, as well as what pH corresponded to peak activity. Most likely this data can not be 
accurately interpreted, possibly due to too large errors in the data points. Otherwise it would suggest 
that Fe(II) and Zn(II) confers R-propanediol preference at pH 9.5, but S-propanediol as preferred 
substrate at pH 7.5, while Mn(II) confers the opposite trend; R-propanediol as preferred diol with 
peak activity at pH 7.5, and catalysis of S-propanediol oxidation suddenly has a higher activity at 
pH 9.5 compared to pH 7.5. Given that these results are so unexpected, it would be interesting to 
study this variant further to verify these results and provide a more accurate characterization based 
on the metal ion effect.    
 Regarding the overall effect on catalysis due to metal ion present, a somewhat clear trend for 
all reactions studied showed that Zn(II) coordination was preferred, followed by Mn(II) and lastly 
Fe(II).  The Co(II) effect could not be studied accurately due to problematic purification, but it is 
somewhat likely that this metal ion would have provided activities close to that of the Zn(II) sub-
variant, based on a similar trend noticed for the C. eutactus protein.    

IV.II.II. Iron-containing alcohol dehydrogenase from Shewanella pealeana  

At 43% sequence identity shared with the E. coli FucO, this is the protein chosen with the most 
numerous differences from the reference sequence. Via clustalW alignments it was found that this 
sequence contained, among many others, the N151F, V164A, and Y152C aa interchanges, all three 
of which are located at the entrance of the substrate tunnel of the enzyme and therefore possibly are 
involved in defining what substrates are allowed into the enzyme. Additional sequence differences 
indicated that the nucleotide binding might also be affected via the M181L and M185K residue 
changes. Again, the same general reasoning concerning these interchanges – and their hypothesized 
effect on catalysis - as was applied to the B. adolescentis FucO candidate, could also be applied to 
the S. pealeana candidate. In this case, though, the interchanges at the active site were more 
numerous and also less conservative. For example the Y152C interchange was considered 
especially interesting. Going from an aromatic residue with a VdW volume of 141 Å3 and a surface 
area of 230 Å2, to a rather considerably smaller residue of 86 Å3 VdW volume and 135 Å2 surface 
area, could potentially allow greater substrates into the active site tunnel – as was one of the greater 
aims of the present study (Whitford, 2005). This interchange was also hypothesized to affect 
catalysis, due to the very reactive thiol group of cysteine, and the possibility of affecting the local 
catalytic environment via the pK of the thiol group. Thiol side chains in isolated aa has a pK of 
approximately 8.5, but varies in proteins between 5-10 (Whitford, 2005).  
 Shewanella pealeana is a Gram-negative facultative anaerobe, much like E. coli, but is 
nevertheless a rather distant relative, and a FucO candidate from this bacterial source was in part 
chosen for this reason, combined with the known characteristics of the optimal living conditions for 
this bacteria. The ideal conditions for S. pealeana growth is at pH 6.5-7.5 and the temperature range 
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25-30 °C (Hau & Gralnick, 2007). These characteristics might suggest that the FucO homolog 
found in this strain possibly has similarly lowered pH optimum, at around pH 7, which would be a 
desirable trait for the intended use of this protein. Additionally, S. pealeana is capable of growth in 
presence of both Fe(II) and Mn(II), providing another secondary reason for choosing this variant – 
from the perspective of metal ion preferences (Leonardo, et al., 1999). Finally, the N274D residue 
interchange present in this sequence could possibly affect the proposed proton transfer pathway 
during catalysis, again hopefully affecting pH optima of catalysis.  

These different proposed reasons for expecting subtle effects on catalysis were not 
obviously reflected in the recorded activities. The activities of the protein indicated the same overall 
propanal over propanol substrate preference peaking at pH 7.5, as the reference FucO and the other 
FucO candidates. The same pattern was also repeated for the second preferred substrate propanol, 
peaking in catalytic activity at pH 9.5, and again with the same pattern regardless of metal ion.    
 The S. pealeana protein, differed from the other FucO variants in that – within estimated 
experimental error – the enzymatic activities were hardly affected by metal ion present. There 
seemed to be no real preference for any of the metal ions included, only slight fluctuations, which 
were considered too small for interpretation. Another area where the S. pealeana protein differed 
from the other FucO candidates studied, was in diol catalysis. Overall, the S. pealeana protein 
appeared the least efficient at using the different propanediols as substrates. Some diol activity was 
nevertheless observed, with a weak preference for oxidation of the R-isomer of the propanediol at 
pH 9.5. This preference, again, showed only subtle variations depending on metal ion present and 
likely not enough to be considered significant.     
 Overall, the greater number of aa residue interchanges found throughout this sequence - 
compared to the E. coli FucO - might also result in a greater protein folding deviation from the 
reference protein, making it more difficult to pinpoint the structural implications of the present 
residue interchanges. The fact that this FucO candidate had such weak diol activity, and obviously 
preferred the primary alcohol and corresponding aldehyde, could suggest that this candidate indeed 
is more of an ADH enzyme and not an actual FucO equivalent. This is also consistent with how the 
enzyme has been deposited in the NCBI databases, though it should be kept in mind this naming 
scheme could be misleading as it was likely classified on sequence similarity alone, and not by first 
having its activity verified by characterization experiments.     

IV.II.III. Lactaldehyde reductase from Pectobacterium wasabiae  

This sequence share 73% sequence similarity with the E. coli FucO, and is the most similar variant 
chosen to explore. The sequence do not contain any amino acid interchanges among the proposed 
“key” residues, but was instead chosen, in part, as a “wild-card” to, if possible, deduce if there 
might be other less obvious alterations that could convey significant effects on the enzymatic 
functionality. Pectobacterium wasabiae is relatively closely related to E. coli, and is also Gram-
negative. 
 Due to the fact that the P. wasabiae FucO candidate was not successfully cloned, no activity 
measurement could be performed for this variant. Consequently nothing can be said about its pH 
profile, substrate preferences, or metal ion preference. The most likely cause for failed cloning was 
that the nt sequence retrieved from NCBI, probably did not correspond to the exact same P. 
wasabiae strain as the one deposited at the ATCC as nr. 43316. Consequently, the nt sequence used 
for primer design was likely not a perfect match to the bacterial DNA source material used. With 
this in mind, failure to amplify the gene by PCR was unsurprising. This protein would still be 
interesting to characterize, in potential future investigations.   

IV.II.IV. Hypothetical FucO protein from Coprococcus eutactus 

The protein BLAST search performed using the E. coli FucO as the query, exposed this C. eutactus 
sequence as a hypothetical FucO protein of 63% sequence similarity. It was considered interesting 
to explore due to this hypothetical property, to verify if the somewhat high sequence similarity 
indeed makes it an enzyme of the FucO variety. It also contains the N274D aa interchange, which 
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was thought to be relevant for the proton transfer during catalysis, as previously mentioned. That 
particular interchange also is present in the sequence chosen from the Gram-negative bacteria P.  
wasabiae. It was therefore deemed interesting to also study this interchange in a possible FucO 
variant from an anaerobic Gram-negative bacterium, such as C. eutactus, to see if the origin of the 
protein might confer some interesting variations in enzymatic activities.    
 With regards to the enzyme activities observed for this enzyme, the same overall trends as 
all the other variants in substrate preference was again noted, with propanal over propanol as 
primary substrate preference, and aldehyde reduction preferably taking place at pH 7.5 whereas the 
alcohol oxidations occurred at a peak activity at pH 9.5. Regarding metal ion preference, the C. 
eutactus protein shared a trend with the B. adolescentis protein, in that activities for most reactions 
were the highest in the presence of Zn(II), followed by Co(II), Mn(II), and finally Fe(II) causing the 
lowest activities. While maybe not strictly Zn(II)-dependent, this still deviated from the E. coli 
FucO which is inactivated by Zn(II). This might suggest that this formerly “hypothetical” - now 
verified – enzyme, is perhaps not best described as a FucO type of enzyme.  
 As already hinted, the C. eutactus enzyme exhibited somewhat erratic behavior in the 
catalysis of model diol substrates. For example, the data suggested that the Mn(II) and Zn(II) “sub-
types” of this protein caused the oxidations of the R-isomer of the propanediol to be equally well 
catalyzed regardless if the pH was 7.5 or 9.5. At the same time, the presence of Fe(II) seemed to 
remove any possibility to use either stereoisomer of the diol, at any pH. To add to the confusion, the 
presence of Co(II) appeared to make the C. eutactus enzyme exhibit yet another behavior with the 
diols. In this case the highest activity was recorded with the S-propanediol, at pH 9.5, with roughly 
half the S-propanediol activity at pH 7.5. At the same time, R-propanediol activity was also 
observed, but only at pH 9.5. This kind of wildly scattered behavior was not as clearly seen for any 
of the other proteins studied, tentatively suggesting that the trends seen were a result of 
experimental artifacts. Regardless of the reason, it was not clear what conclusions to draw from 
these results. A more thorough characterization would be needed to verify if the metal ions actually 
had the rather curious effects on catalysis, as suggested.  

IV.III. Concluding remarks 

The final interpretations of the gathered enzymatic activities could not be considered conclusive, 
due to overall relatively weak activities observed, and the estimated errors in the measurements 
were rather high. This was in part due to low repeatability in the activity measurements, as the 
enzymes likely lost some enzymatic activity while handling them during purification. Additionally, 
as a result of that the crude purification process was not optimized for these enzymes, purified 
enzyme was kept in buffers that might not have been optimal to retain activity over time. The fact 
that the proteins were only crudely purified is another possible reason for the relatively weak 
activities seen. Maybe the crude purification still left some contaminants, negatively affecting 
activity, in the enzyme samples. 
 Most likely, the activity results of the enzyme variants studied indicated that some, if not all, 
were not true “FucO” enzymes, but rather could maybe be considered as other ADH-type enzymes 
– given that the alcohol/aldehyde substrate pair was overall preferred over the diols. Certain support 
for this interpretation can also be deduced from the observation that, primarily for the C. eutactus 
and B. adolescentis proteins, Zn(II) seemed to confer an improved activity in many cases. Zn-
dependence is a relatively common theme for many ADH enzymes and it is possible that the C. 
eutactus and B. adolescentis proteins thus belong to the Zn-dependent subgroups I or II of the 
NAD(P)-dependent ADHs, as opposed to the Fe-dependent subgroup III that E. coli FucO belongs 
to (Obradors, et al. 1998).     
 It is, however, interesting that the B. adolescentis enzyme had diol activity not dramatically 
lower than its alcohol activity and also showed some weak stereoselectivity, which would suggest 
that this actually was something of a FucO-type of enzyme, just not with dramatic enzymatic 
activity in the studied conditions, and with rather difficult to interpret stereoselectivity. For it to 
have been a “true” FucO enzyme it probably should have exhibited a much more clear preference 
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for the diol as substrate, like that of the reference FucO from E. coli. This variant also appeared to 
exhibit the potentially most interesting, or at least unexpected, catalytic responses depending on 
metal ion present.   
 In terms of the main goals of the present study, none of the studied enzymes appeared to 
fulfill the criteria required to replace the E. coli FucO protein in the biocatalysis system envisioned. 
However, the enzymes successfully purified exhibited activity with all model substrates and metal 
ions included, and while enzymatic activity was mostly weak the overall enzymatic properties of 
some of the included proteins could definitively be considered interesting for the intended use of 
these types of enzymes – though maybe not in their native state. However, by directed evolution, or 
genetic engineering it is possible that their enzymatic properties could be optimized for the intended 
use.  
 Previously not much – if anything – was available in terms of activity data for these 
enzymes, and while the present study did not perform full catalytic characterizations of the 
investigated enzymes, the tentative activity data supplied from the assays performed still provides 
some insight into some enzymatic properties of these enzymes. Given that no activity data was 
previously available, it is interesting by itself that these proteins, some deposited only as 
“hypothetical”, can now be at least considered as verified enzymes, though the exact classification 
would still have to be left for future studies to decide.  
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Appendix A: The aa and nt seq. for the reference E. coli FucO protein. 

 
>eco:b2799 fucO; L-1,2-propanediol oxidoreductase [EC:1.1.1.77]; K00048 lactaldehyde 
reductase; [Wisconsin:b2799] [Colibri:fucO] [RegulonDB:B2799] [NCBI-GI:16130706] [NCBI-
GeneID:947273] [UniProt:P0A9S1] (A) 
MMANRMILNETAWFGRGAVGALTDEVKRRGYQKALIVTDKTLVQCGVVAKVTDKMDAA
GLAWAIYDGVVPNPTITVVKEGLGVFQNSGADYLIAIGGGSPQDTCKAIGIISNNPEFADVR 
SLEGLSPTNKPSVPILAIPTTAGTAAEVTINYVITDEEKRRKFVCVDPHDIPQVAFIDADMMD
GMPPALKAATGVDALTHAIEGYITRGAWALTDALHIKAIEIIAGALRGSVAGDKDAGEEMA
LGQYVAGMGFSNVGLGLVHGMAHPLGAFYNTPHGVANAILLPHVMRYNADFTGEKYRDI
ARVMGVKVEGMSLEEARNAAVEAVFALNRDVGIPPHLRDVGVRKEDIPALAQAALDDVCT
GGNPREATLEDIVELYHTAW 
 
 
>eco:b2799 fucO; L-1,2-propanediol oxidoreductase [EC:1.1.1.77]; K00048 lactaldehyde 
reductase; [Wisconsin:b2799] [Colibri:fucO] [RegulonDB:B2799] [NCBI-GI:16130706] [NCBI-
GeneID:947273] [UniProt:P0A9S1] (N) 
ATGATGGCTAACAGAATGATTCTGAACGAAACGGCATGGTTTGGTCGGGGTGCTGTTGGGGCTTTAACC
GATGAGGTGAAACGCCGTGGTTATCAGAAGGCGCTGATCGTCACCGATAAAACGCTGGTGCAATGCGG
CGTGGTGGCGAAAGTGACCGATAAGATGGATGCTGCAGGGCTGGCATGGGCGATTTACGACGGCGTAG
TGCCCAACCCAACAATTACTGTCGTCAAAGAAGGGCTCGGTGTATTCCAGAATAGCGGCGCGGATTACC
TGATCGCTATTGGTGGTGGTTCTCCACAGGATACTTGTAAAGCGATTGGCATTATCAGCAACAACCCGGA
GTTTGCCGATGTGCGTAGCCTGGAAGGGCTTTCCCCGACCAATAAACCCAGTGTACCGATTCTGGCAAT
TCCTACCACAGCAGGTACTGCGGCAGAAGTGACCATTAACTACGTGATCACTGACGAAGAGAAACGG 
CGCAAGTTTGTTTGCGTTGATCCGCATGATATCCCGCAGGTGGCGTTTATTGACGCTGACATGATGGATG
GTATGCCTCCAGCGCTGAAAGCTGCGACGGGTGTCGATGCGCTCACTCATGCTATTGAGGGGTATATTAC
CCGTGGCGCGTGGGCGCTAACCGATGCACTGCACATTAAAGCGATTGAAATCATTGCTGGGGCGCTGC
GAGGATCGGTTGCTGGTGATAAGGATGCCGGAGAAGAAATGGCGCTCGGGCAGTATGTTGCGGGTATG
GGCTTCTCGAATGTTGGGTTAGGGTTGGTGCATGGTATGGCGCATCCACTGGGCGCGTTTTATAACACTC
CACACGGTGTTGCGAACGCCATCCTGTTACCGCATGTCATGCGTTATAACGCTGACTTTACCGGTGAGAA
GTACCGCGATATCGCGCGCGTTATGGGCGTGAAAGTGGAAGGTATGAGCCTGGAAGAGGCGCGTAATG
CCGCTGTTGAAGCGGTGTTTGCTCTCAACCGTGATGTCGGTATTCCGCCACATTTGCGTGATGTTGGTGT
ACGCAAGGAAGACATTCCGGCACTGGCGCAGGCGGCACTGGATGATGTTTGTACCGGTGGCAACCCGC
GTGAAGCAACGCTTGAGGATATTGTAGAGCTTTACCATACCGCCTGGTAA 
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Appendix B: The nt seq. for the FucO candidates studied. 

 
 
>gi|157959830:1393696-1394844 Shewanella pealeana ATCC 700345 , reverse complement, 1149 bases 
ATGGCTGCTAAATTTTTTATCCCATCTGTCAATATCTTAGGTCAAGATGCCGTAACTGAAGCCATTGGTGAC
ATCAAGTCACTCGGCTTTAAAAATGCACTAATTGTTACTGACAAACCTCTGGTTGAAATTGGTCTGGTCGC
TCAAGTCACTGACAAACTAGCGAGCAACGACATTCGCTCTGTCGTCTTTGATGGTGTTCAGCCAAACCC
AACTGTTGGCAATGTCGAAGCGGGTCTTGAAATTTTAAACGCAAACAACTGTGACTTTGTTATCTCTTTAG
GCGGCGGCTCACCTCATGACTGCGCTAAAGGCATCGCACTGGTTGCCACCAACGGCGGTAGTATCAAA
GATTACGAAGGCTTAGATGTCTCTATCAAGCCTCAGCTGCCACTCGTTGCCATTAACACCACTGCGGGCA
CCGCGAGTGAAATGACACGTTTCTGTATCATTACCGATGAAGCTCGCCATATTAAGATGGCCATTGTCGAC
AAGAACACCACGCCGATCTTATCAGTTAATGATCCTGAATTAATGTTGCTTAAGCCAGCAGGCCTGACTG
CTGCAACGGGTATGGATGCATTGACTCACGCCATCGAAGCCTATGTGTCTATCGCGGCAAATCCGATTAC
CGATGCCTGTGCAATTAAAGCGATAGAGCTTATTCAAGGTAACTTGGTAGAAGCCGTTGAAAATGGCCAA
AGTATCGAGGCGCGCGATCAGATGGCTTACGCCCAGTTCCTTGCAGGTATGGCGTTTAACAACGCAAGC
CTTGGATATGTCCACGCTATGGCCCACCAGCTAGGTGGCTTCTACGACCTACCTCATGGCGTATGTAACG
CATTATTGTTACCACACGTTCAAGCTTACAACGCGCAGGTTGTGCCGGGGCGTCTAAAGGATGTAGCTAA
AGCCATGGGGGTCGATGTCGCAGCCATGACTGATGAGCAAGGTGCCGAAGCGGCGATTACCGCAATTA
AAGCGCTATCTGTCGCGGTTAACATCCCAGAAAACCTCACTAAGCTAGGTGTTAAAGCGGAAGATATTCC
GACACTTGCTAATAACGCGCTAAAAGATGCTTGTGGTTTCACTAACCCTAAGCAGGCAACTCATGAAGAG
ATCTGCCAAATCTTCACTAACGCACTGTGA 

 
>gi|163814827:72526-73674 Coprococcus eutactus ATCC 27759 C_eutactus-2.0.1_Cont14.1, whole 
genome shotgun sequence 
ATGGCAAACAGATTTGTACTTAACGAGACCTCATACCACGGTGCAGGTGCAATCGCTGAGATTGCCACAG 
AGGCTATTGGAAGAGGGTTCGCAAAAGCACTTGTATGCTCTGACCCGGATCTTATCAAATTTGGTGTCAC 
AAAGAAGGTCACAGACGTTCTCGACGGTGCCGGTCTTGCATACGAGATCTACTCAAACATCAAGCCAAA
CCCAACAATAGAGAATGTTCAGCAGGGCGTGGAGGCTTTCAAGGCAGCCAATGCTGACTACATTATCGC
AATAGGTGGCGGTTCTTCCATGGACACAGCGAAGGGTATCGGAATAGTTATTGCCAACCCTGAATTCGCA
GATATCAGAAGTCTTGAGGGTGTTGCACCTACCAAGAACAAATCCATACCTATATTTGCAGTACCAACCAC
CGCAGGAACAGCGGCTGAGGTAACGATCAACTACGTTATTACCGATGTAGAGAAGAACCGCAAAATGGTA
TGTGTTGATCCTAAGGATATTCCTGTTGTTGCATTTGTGGATCCTGAGATGATGAGTTCTATGCCAAAGGG 
ACTTACAGCTGCCACAGGTATGGATGCTCTGACTCACGCCATAGAGGGATATATCACAGCCGCTGCATGG 
GAGCTGTCCGACATGTTCCATCTGAAAGCAATCGAGATCATCAGCCGCTCTCTTCGCGGCGCAGTCGCA
AACACCCCTGAAGGACGTGCAGATATGGCACTCGGTCAGTATGTTGCAGGCATGGGATTCTCAAACGTC
GGACTTGGAATCGTTCACTCAATGGCACATCCACTCGGTGCACTGTATGACACACCTCACGGTGTTGCC
AACGCGATCATCCTGCCTACTGTAATGGAATACAATGCAGAAGCAACAGGAGAAAAGTATCGTGAGATAG
CAAGAGCCATGGGCGTTAAGGGCGTAGACGACATGACCCAGGAAGAATACAGAAAAGCTGCAGTTGAC
GCAGTACGCCAGTTGTCCATCGATGTAGGCATTCCTACAGACCTTAAAGACATTGTAAAGCCAGAGGATA
TTCCATTCCTGGCACAGTCAGCCTACGATGACGCATGTCGTCCGGGCAATCCAAGAGAGACTAGCGTGG
AGGATATCACCAAGCTCTACGAGTCATTGATCTAA 
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>gi|255053170:8616-9767 Pectobacterium wasabiae WPP163 ,  
reverse complement, 1152 bases ATCC 43316 
ATGGCTAACAGAATGATTCTTAATGAAACATCCTACTTTGGCGCAGGCGCTATCGCTCAGATTGCCGATGA
AGTAAAACGGCGGGGATTCAGGAAAGCCCTGTTGGTGACGGACAAGGATTTGGTTAAATTTGGCGTCGC
TGCCAAGGTTACGGCGAAGTTGGATGCAGCGGGCTTACCCTACGATATTTACGATGAGGTGATTCCCAAC
CCCACCATCAGCGTGGTGGAAAAAGGCATCGAACGCTTCAAGGCATCACAGGCCGATTACCTGATCGCG
ATTGGCGGCGGTTCACCGCAGGATACCTGCAAAGCCATTGGTATTATTATCAATAACCCTGAATTCGCCGA
TGTCCGCAGCCTCGAAGGCGTTGCCGCCACCCGACGTCCTGCCGTGCCGATTATCGCGATCCCCACTA
CCTCCGGCACGGCCGCTGAAGTCACTATCAACTACGTGATCACCGATGAAGAAAAACGTCGCAAATTCG
TGTGCGTCGATCCGCATGACATCCCGATTGTCGCCATCGTCGATCCCGACATGATGATGAGCA 
TGCCGGCTTCGCTAAAAGCTGCCACGGGGATTGACGCTCTGACGCACGCCATTGAAGGCTTCACCACC
AAAGCCGCCTGGGAACTGACCGATACGCTGCACCTGAAAGCCATTGAGATTATCAGCCGTTCACTGCGC
GATTCCGTTGCCGGGAAGCCGAAAGGCGTGGAAGAGATGGCACTGGGGCAATACATTGCTGGT 
ATGGGGTTTTCGAACGTTGGACTTGGGCTGGTACACGGCATGGCACACCCGCTTGGCGCGTTCTACAA
CACGCCACACGGTGTTGCTAATGCGATCCTGCTGCCGCACATCATGGCCTATAACGCCGATTACACCGG
TGAAAAATTCCGGGATATCGCCATTGCGATGGGGGTAAAAGATGCGGCAAACATGCCAATGAC 
TCAGGCGCGAGAAGCCGCGATTAATGCGGTACGGCAGCTTTCCCACGATGTAGATATCCCACCCAGACT
ACGCGATGTCGGGGTGAGAGAAGAGGACATTCCCGCGTTGGCACAGGCCGCTTTTGACGATGTCTGCA
CCGGCGGTAACCCGCGCGATACCAACATCGACGACATCAAAGCGCTGTATCAGTCTATTTATTGA 

 
>gi|119025018:507281-508432 Bifidobacterium adolescentis ATCC 15703, complete genome 
ATGGTCTATCGCATGATTTTCAACCAGACCGCGTATTTCGGCCGCGGAGCCATCAAGGAGATTCCGGGC
GTCGCCAGGTCCCATGGCTTCACCAAGGCGTTCATCGTCACCGATCCGGTGCTGCTGGAGACCGGCAC
CGTCAAGAAGGTCACCGACGTTCTTGACGAGGCGGGCATGCCGTATGAGGTGTTCGACAACGTCAAGC
CGAATCCGCCGGTCGAATGCATCCAGGATGGCGTCGCCAAGTTCGCAGCCTCCGGAGCCGACTTCCTG
ATCGGCCTGGGAGGTGGTTCCCCGCAGGACACCTGCAAGGGCATCGGCATCGTGACTGCCAATCCGG
AATTCGCCGACGTGCTGTCCCTTGAAGGCGTGGCCGACACCAAGAACCCGTCCGTGCCGATTTTCGGT
GTGCCGACCACCGCTGGCACCGCATCCGAAACGACCATCAACTATGTGATCACCGACACGGCCAACAA
GCGTAAGTTCGTGGCCGTCGACCCGCACGACATCCCAATCGTCGCCTTCGTGGATCCGGACCTGACCG
ACTCCATGCCGCGCGGCCTCAAGGTGGCCACCGGACTCGACGCCCTGACCCACGCCATCGAAGGCTAT
ATCACACCGGGCGCGTGGAGCCTGTCCGACTGCCTGTCCATGCAGACCATCCGCATGATCGCCAAGAA
CCTCGCCAAGAGCGCCGATGGAGACATTCCGGCCGGCGAACAGATGGCCTACGCCTCCTACATCACCG
GCATGGCCTACTCCAACGTCGGCCTCGGTCTGGTGCACGGCATGGCCCACCCGCTGGGCGGCCGCCT
CGGCGTGGCGCACGGTGTGGCCAACGGCATCCTGCTGGCCCCGGTCATGGAATACAACAAGGACTACA
CCGGCGAGAAGTACCGTGACATCGCCGACGCCTTCGGTATCGCCGACGCCTACACCGGCGACATCGAA
ACCGTGCGTGAAGAGGCCGTCCAGGCGGTGCACAAGCTCACCGTGGATCTGAAGAACCCGACCAAGAT
CTCCGAAGTTGGCGCCACCGAAGCCGACCTGGAGCCGCTGGCCCATGACGCCTTCCACGACGTGTGC
ACGCCGGGCAACCCGCGCCAGGCCACCCAGGAAGACATCCTCGCCATCTACAAGAGCCTGATGTAG 
 

 


